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Abstract. Let Σ be a compact oriented surface. A homology cobordism of Σ is a cobor-
dism C between two copies of Σ, such that both the “top” inclusion and the “bottom”
inclusion Σ ⊂ C induce isomorphisms in homology. Homology cobordisms of Σ form a
monoid, into which the mapping class group of Σ embeds by the mapping cylinder con-
struction. In this chapter, we survey recent works on the structure of the monoid of
homology cobordisms, and we outline their relations with the study of the mapping class
group. We are mainly interested in the cases where ∂Σ is empty or connected.
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1 Introduction
It is well-known that 3-manifolds can be presented in terms of self-homeomorphisms
of surfaces. In particular, any closed oriented 3-manifold M can be presented by a
Heegaard splitting: thenM is obtained by gluing two copies of the same handlebody
H with a self-homeomorphism of the closed surface ∂H . In that way, the study of
mapping class groups interplays with 3-dimensional topology. For example, Licko-
rish has used Heegaard splittings to show that any closed oriented 3-manifold can
be obtained from S3 by surgery [63] — a theorem deduced from the fact that the
mapping class group is generated by Dehn twists. This is a contribution of mapping
class groups to 3-dimensional topology. In the other direction and in a more recent
context, the TQFT approach to 3-manifolds has produced a variety of representa-
tions for mapping class groups: see Masbaum’s survey [66]. As an alternative to
Heegaard splittings, open book decompositions with connected binding can also be
used to present all closed oriented 3-manifolds: one then needs to consider surfaces
with connected nonempty boundary instead of closed surfaces.
Adding homological considerations to 3-manifolds, 3-dimensional topology be-
comes intertwined with the study of the Torelli group. Let Σ be a compact connected
oriented surface with at most one boundary component. Then, the Torelli group
I(Σ) of the surface Σ is defined as the subgroup of the mapping class groupM(Σ)
acting trivially on the homology of Σ. The study of the Torelli group, from a topo-
logical point of view, started with works of Birman [10] and was followed by Johnson
through a series of paper, which notably resulted in a finite generating set for I(Σ)
[48] and an explicit computation of its abelianization [49]. The reader is referred to
Johnson’s survey [47] for an account of his work on I(Σ). A key ingredient in his
paper [49] is the use of the Birman–Craggs homomorphisms [12], whose definition
involves the Rochlin invariant of closed spin 3-manifolds and can be stated in a
simple way using open book decompositions (with connected binding).
The study of the structure of the Torelli group has been pursued by Morita.
He discovered a deep relation with the Casson invariant of homology 3-spheres
[72, 73, 77] and he reinforced the use of algebraico-topological methods in that study
(via the action of I(Σ) on π1(Σ)) [75, 76]. We refer to his survey [74] and to [78]
for more recent developments. Morita’s work on the Casson invariant prefigures the
use of finite-type invariants of homology 3-spheres in the study of the Torelli group.
This approach of I(Σ) has been developed in subsequent works of Garoufalidis and
Levine [24, 23].
Works of Goussarov [28, 29, 22] and the first author [35] breathed new life
into this approach to the Torelli group. In their works, new surgery techniques,
known as calculus of claspers, are developed for the study of finite-type invariants.
Besides, the study of the mapping class group is tied to 3-dimensional topology in
the following way. Goussarov and the first author consider homology cobordisms of
Σ, i.e. cobordisms C (with corners if ∂Σ 6= ∅) such that both the “top” inclusion and
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the “bottom” inclusion Σ ⊂ C induce isomorphisms at the level of homology. With
the usual “stacking” operation, the set of homology cobordisms forms a monoid
C(Σ), into which the group M(Σ) embeds by the mapping cylinder construction:
c :M(Σ) −→ C(Σ).
Calculus of claspers applies to the monoid IC(Σ) of homology cylinders over Σ, i.e.
cobordisms of Σ that can not be distinguished from the trivial cylinder by homol-
ogy. Since I(Σ) is mapped into IC(Σ) by c, homology cylinders have opened new
perspectives for the Torelli group.
In this chapter, we shall survey recent developments in that direction. The
monoid C(Σ) of homology cobordisms is presented, with special attention given to
the submonoid IC(Σ) of homology cylinders. We outline how the structure of the
monoid IC(Σ) can be studied by means of finite-type invariants and claspers. At
the same time, we explain how this study is related to more classical results and
constructions for the Torelli group. We are mainly interested in compact connected
oriented surfaces Σ without boundary (referred to, below, as the closed case) or
with connected boundary (the bordered case). Indeed, when the surface Σ has more
than one boundary component, the study of homology cobordisms of Σ by means
of finite-type invariants is still possible, but it gets a little bit more complicated.
Since closed oriented 3-manifolds can be presented by Heegaard splittings (or, al-
ternatively, by open book decompositions with connected binding), the interactions
between 3-dimensional topology and mapping class groups are somehow contained
in the closed case (or in the bordered case).
The survey is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the monoids C(Σ) and
IC(Σ), starting with their precise definitions. We give a few elementary facts about
these monoids. For instance, it is shown that the groups of invertible elements of
C(Σ) and IC(Σ) coincide with M(Σ) and I(Σ), respectively. We also discuss the
passage from the bordered case to the closed case.
Section 3 reviews constructions based on the Dehn–Nielsen representation, which
is given by the canonical action of M(Σ) on the fundamental group π1(Σ). Thus,
we survey Johnson’s homomorphisms (in the bordered and closed cases) and their
extensions by Morita (in the bordered case). Originally defined on subgroups of
the mapping class group, these homomorphisms encode the action of M(Σ) on
nilpotent quotients of π1(Σ). Since, by virtue of Stallings’ theorem, a homology
equivalence between groups induces isomorphisms at the level of their nilpotent
quotients, Johnson’s homomorphisms have natural extensions to the monoid C(Σ).
By using the Malcev Lie algebra of π1(Σ), we define “infinitesimal” versions of
the Dehn–Nielsen representation and we use them to reformulate Johnson’s and
Morita’s homomorphisms.
Section 4 introduces the LMO homomorphism, which is a diagrammatic repre-
sentation of the monoid IC(Σ). Derived from the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki invari-
ant of closed 3-manifolds, this invariant of homology cylinders is universal among
Q-valued finite-type invariants. Thus, the LMO homomorphism seems very ap-
propriate to the study of the Torelli group from the point of view of finite-type
invariants. The tree-reduction of the LMO homomorphism (where all looped dia-
grams are “killed”) encodes the action of IC(Σ) on the Malcev Lie algebra of π1(Σ).
It follows that the LMO homomorphism is injective on the Torelli group, and that
it determines the Johnson homomorphisms as well as the Morita homomorphisms.
(The results of this section apply to the bordered and closed cases.)
Section 5 gives an overview of claspers and its applications to the study of the
monoid IC(Σ). We recall the definition of the Yk-equivalence relations (k ≥ 1),
which is based on clasper surgery, and a few of their properties. These relations
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define a filtration
IC(Σ) = Y1IC(Σ) ⊃ Y2IC(Σ) ⊃ Y3IC(Σ) ⊃ · · ·
of the monoid IC(Σ) by submonoids. Although IC(Σ) by itself is only a monoid,
this filtration shares several properties with the lower central series of a group.
In particular, there is a graded Lie ring GrY IC(Σ) associated with this filtration.
When restricted to the Torelli group, the Y -filtration contains the lower central
series, and the two filtrations are expected to coincide (in stable genus).
Section 6 is an exposition of results on the graded Lie ring GrY IC(Σ) for a
bordered or a closed surface Σ. On one hand, the graded Lie algebra GrY IC(Σ)⊗Q
has an explicit diagrammatic description. The proof, which is only sketched here, is
based on the LMO homomorphism and claspers. This result is connected to Hain’s
“infinitesimal” presentation of the Torelli group. On the other hand, the abelian
group IC(Σ)/Y2 (i.e. the degree 1 part of Gr
Y IC(Σ)) is explicitly described using
the first Johnson homomorphism and the Birman–Craggs homomorphism. This
is similar to Johnson’s result on the abelianization of I(Σ), which was mentioned
above.
Finally, following Garoufalidis and Levine, we consider in Section 7 homol-
ogy cobordisms up to the relation ∼H of homology cobordism. The quotient
H(Σ) := C(Σ)/∼H is a group, in which the mapping class groupM(Σ) still embeds.
We outline the extent to which the previous constructions apply to the study of the
group H(Σ). This group has been the subject of recent works in other directions:
those developments are only evoked here, while they are presented in more detail
in Sakasai’s chapter.
Conventions. Homology groups are assumed to be with integer coefficients unless
otherwise specified. On pictures, the blackboard framing convention is used to
represent 1-dimensional objects with framing. Equivalence classes are denoted by
curly brackets {}, except for homology/homotopy/isotopy classes which are denoted
by square brackets []. We denote by the same symbol a graded vector space and
its degree completion.
2 Homology cobordisms and homology cylinders
In the sequel, we denote by Σg,b a compact connected oriented surface of genus g
with b boundary components. We define the monoid of cobordisms of Σg,b, and we
recall how the mapping class group of Σg,b embeds into this monoid. At the end
of this section, we restrict ourselves to the closed surface Σg (b = 0) and to the
bordered surface Σg,1 (b = 1).
2.1 Definition of the monoids
A cobordism of Σg,b is a pair (M,m) where M is a compact connected oriented
3-manifold and m : ∂ (Σg,b × [−1, 1]) → ∂M is an orientation-preserving homeo-
morphism. (We will usually denote the cobordism (M,m) simply by M , the con-
vention being that the boundary parameterization is denoted by the lower-case letter
m.) Two cobordisms M,M ′ are homeomorphic if there is an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism f : M → M ′ such that f |∂M ◦m = m
′. The inclusion Σg,b → M
defined by s 7→ m(s,±1) is denoted by m±. We call m+(Σg,b) the top surface of M
and m−(Σg,b) the bottom surface.
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Two cobordisms M,M ′ of Σg,b can be composed by gluing the bottom of M
′ to
the top of M :
M ◦M ′ :=M ∪m+◦(m′−)−1 M
′.
The resulting 3-manifold is a cobordism of Σg,b with the obvious parameterization
of its boundary. When cobordisms are considered up to homeomorphisms, the oper-
ation ◦ is associative and the trivial cobordism Σg,b × [−1, 1] := (Σg,b × [−1, 1], Id)
is an identity element for that operation.
Definition 2.1. A homology cobordism of Σg,b is a cobordism (M,m) such that
both inclusions m+ and m− induce isomorphisms H∗(Σg,b)→ H∗(M). A homology
cylinder over Σg,b is a cobordism (M,m) for which we can find an isomorphism
h : H∗(Σg,b × [−1, 1])→ H∗(M) such that the following diagram commutes:
H∗ (Σg,b × [−1, 1]) ≃
h // H∗(M)
H∗ (∂(Σg,b × [−1, 1]))
≃
m∗
//
incl∗
OO
H∗(∂M).
incl∗
OO
In other words, a homology cylinder (M,m) has the same homology type as the
trivial cobordism (Σg,b × [−1, 1], Id).
The set of homology cobordisms contains the set of homology cylinders, and an
application of the Mayer–Vietoris theorem shows that both sets are stable by com-
position. In the sequel, homology cobordisms and homology cylinders are considered
up to homeomorphisms. Thus, they form monoids which we denote by
C (Σg,b) ⊃ IC (Σg,b) .
Example 2.2 (Genus 0). For b > 1, a framed string-link in D2 × [−1, 1] on (b− 1)
strands in the sense of [31, 32] can be regarded as a cobordism of Σ0,b by taking its
complement. More generally, the monoid C(Σ0,b) can be identified with the monoid
of framed string-links in homology 3-balls. The monoid IC(Σ0,b) corresponds by
this identification to the monoid of framed string-links whose linking matrix is
trivial. For b = 0 or b = 1, homology cobordisms of Σ0,b can be transformed into
homology 3-spheres by gluing balls along their boundary components: thus, the
monoid C(Σ0,b) = IC(Σ0,b) is canonically isomorphic to the monoid of homology
3-spheres with the connected sum operation.
2.2 The mapping class group and the Torelli group
We shall now identify the invertible elements of the monoid C (Σg,b).
Definition 2.3. The mapping class group of Σg,b is the group
M (Σg,b) := Homeo+ (Σg,b, ∂Σg,b) / ∼=
of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms Σg,b → Σg,b which preserve the orientation
and fix the boundary pointwise.
A homeomorphism f : Σg,b → Σg,b (which preserves the orientation and fixes
the boundary pointwise) gives rise to a cobordism(
Σg,b × [−1, 1], (Id×(−1)) ∪ (∂Σg,b × Id) ∪ (f × 1)
)
,
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called the mapping cylinder of f . This construction defines a monoid map
c :M (Σg,b) −→ C (Σg,b) .
By a classical result of Baer [5, 6], any two homeomorphisms Σg,b → Σg,b of the
above type are homotopic relatively to the boundary if and only if they are isotopic
relatively to the boundary. It follows that the homomorphism c is injective. The
following result is folklore, it appears in [32] for the genus 0 case.
Proposition 2.4. An element of the monoid C (Σg,b) is left-invertible if and only if
it is right-invertible, and the group of invertible elements of C (Σg,b) coincides with
the image of c :M (Σg,b)→ C (Σg,b).
Proof. When g = 0 and b = 0 or 1, the monoid C (Σg,b) can be interpreted as the
monoid of homology 3-spheres. (See Example 2.2.) The proposition then amounts
to Alexander’s theorem [2]: the 3-manifold S3 is irreducible. Consequently, we can
assume that Σg,b 6= D
2, S2.
Let M,N ∈ C (Σg,b) be such that M ◦N = Σg,b× [−1, 1]. We are asked to show
that M is a mapping cylinder.
Claim. The inclusion m− : Σg,b → M induces an isomorphism at the
level of the fundamental group.
Moreover, the manifoldM is irreducible becauseM◦N = Σg,b×[−1, 1] is irreducible.
Then, it follows from [39, Theorem 10.2] that there is a homeomorphism between
M and Σg,b × [−1, 1] which sends m−(Σg,b) to Σg,b × (−1) and, so, m+(Σg,b) to
Σg,b × 1. The conclusion follows.
To prove the claim, we denote by i : M → M ◦ N and j : N → M ◦ N
the inclusions. The map i ◦ m− is equivalent to the inclusion of Σg,b × (−1) in
Σg,b × [−1, 1] and, so, induces an isomorphism at the level of the fundamental
group. Thus, it is enough to prove that i∗ : π1(M)→ π1(M ◦N) is injective. Since
M ◦N is the trivial cylinder, the image of j∗n+,∗ in π1(M ◦N) contains the image
of i∗m−,∗. We deduce the following inclusion of subgroups of π1(M):
m−,∗ (π1(Σg,b)) ⊂ i∗
−1 (j∗ (π1(N))) .
Besides, an application of the van Kampen theorem shows that
i∗
−1 (j∗ (π1(N))) ⊂ m+,∗ (π1(Σg,b)) (2.1)
so that m−,∗ (π1(Σg,b)) ⊂ m+,∗ (π1(Σg,b)). Since the homomorphism i∗m−,∗ :
π1(Σg,b)→ π1(M ◦N) is surjective, we deduce that i∗m+,∗ : π1(Σg,b)→ π1(M ◦N)
is surjective and, so, is an isomorphism. (Here, we use the fact that the fundamental
group of a surface is Hopfian [40].) Another application of (2.1) then shows that i∗
is injective, and we are done.
Usually in the literature, the Torelli group is only defined when the surface is
closed or has a single boundary component. In our situation, it is natural to define
the Torelli group Σg,b for any b ≥ 0 in the following way. (When b = 0 or b = 1,
our definition is equivalent to the usual one recalled in §2.4.)
Definition 2.5. The Torelli group of Σg,b is the subgroup
I (Σg,b) := c
−1 (IC(Σg,b)) ⊂M (Σg,b) .
Example 2.6 (Genus 0). For b > 1, the mapping class group of Σ0,b can be
identified with the group of framed pure braids on (b− 1) strands over the disk D2
[11]. The Torelli group then corresponds to those pure braids with trivial linking
matrix. For b = 0 or b = 1, the groups M(Σ0,b) and I(Σ0,b) are trivial.
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2.3 The closure construction
There is a systematic way of transforming a homology cobordism into a 3-manifold
without boundary: we simply “close” a homology cobordism by identifying its top
and bottom surfaces. This basic construction will be used several times in the
following sections to define invariants of homology cylinders. So, we would like to
define it carefully.
Definition 2.7. The closure of an M ∈ C(Σg,b) is the closed connected oriented
3-manifold
M := (M/∼) ∪
(
S1 ×D2
)
1
∪ · · ·
(
S1 ×D2
)
b
. (2.2)
Here, the equivalence relation ∼ identifies m+(s) with m−(s) for all s ∈ Σg,b. The
resulting 3-manifold M/∼ has a toroidal boundary which is recapped by gluing b
solid tori. More precisely, we number the boundary components ∂1Σg,b, . . . , ∂bΣg,b
of Σg,b from 1 to b, and we choose a base point ∗i on each of them. Then, the
meridian 1 × ∂D2 of
(
S1 ×D2
)
i
is glued along the circle m(∗i × [−1, 1])/∼ while
its longitude S1 × 1 is glued along m(∂iΣg,b × 0).
In the special case where M = c(f) is a mapping cylinder, the closure of M is
obtained from the mapping torus of f by gluing b solid tori. If b = 0, the 3-manifold
c(f) is the total space of a surface bundle over S1 and, so, one only reaches a special
(although interesting) class of closed oriented 3-manifolds. If b > 0, the 3-manifold
c(f) comes with an open book decomposition whose binding consists of the cores
of the glued solid tori. Any closed connected oriented 3-manifold can be presented
in that way [1], and one can even require the binding to be connected [27, 82], i.e.
we can assume b = 1.
Example 2.8. The closure of the trivial cobordism Σg,b × [−1, 1] is the product
Σg × S
1 if b = 0 and the connected sum ♯2g+b−1(S2 × S1) if b > 0. For g = 0 and
b = 1, the closure operation is the same as the “recapping” operation described at
the end of Example 2.2.
2.4 The closed case and the bordered case
As mentioned in the introduction, we are specially interested in the closed surface
Σg and the bordered surface Σg,1. The monoids defined in §2.1 are denoted by
Cg ⊃ ICg and Cg,1 ⊃ ICg,1
in the closed case and the bordered case, respectively. Observe that, for b = 0 and
b = 1, a homology cobordism (M,m) of Σg,b is a homology cylinder if and only
if m+ and m− induce the same isomorphism H∗ (Σg,b) → H∗(M). Similarly, the
groups introduced in §2.2 are simply denoted by
Mg ⊃ Ig and Mg,1 ⊃ Ig,1.
Observe that, for b = 0 and b = 1, an f ∈ M (Σg,b) belongs to I (Σg,b) if and only
if f induces the identity in homology. This is the way the Torelli group is usually
defined in the literature [47].
The study of Mg can be somehow “reduced” to the study of Mg,1 thanks to
Birman’s exact sequence, which we now recall. For this, we need to fix a closed disk
D ⊂ Σg. Then, we can think of the closed surface Σg as the union of Σg,1 with D.
Theorem 2.9 (Birman’s exact sequence [9]). Give Σg an arbitrary smooth structure
as well as a Riemannian metric, and let U(Σg) be the total space of the unit tangent
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bundle of Σg. Then, there is an exact sequence of groups
π1 (U(Σg))
Push //Mg,1
∪ IdD //Mg // 1
where the “Push” map is defined below.
Sketch of the proof. Let Diffeo+(Σg) be the group of orientation-preserving diffeo-
morphisms Σg → Σg. Since “diffeotopy groups” coincide with “homeotopy groups”
in dimension two, we have
Mg = π0 (Diffeo+(Σg)) . (2.3)
Let v be a “unit tangent vector” of D: v ∈ TpΣg with ‖v‖ = 1 and p ∈ D. Then,
we can consider the subgroup Diffeo+(Σg, v) consisting of diffeomorphisms whose
differential fixes v. One can show that
Mg,1 ≃ π0 (Diffeo+(Σg, v)) . (2.4)
The map Diffeo+(Σg)→ U(Σg) defined by f 7→ dpf(v) is a fiber bundle with fiber
Diffeo+(Σg, v). According to (2.3) and (2.4), the long exact sequence for homotopy
groups induced by this fibration terminates with
π1 (Diffeo+(Σg), Id) −→ π1 (U(Σg), v) −→Mg,1 −→Mg −→ 1.
The map π1 (U(Σg), v) → Mg,1 is called the “Push” map because it has the fol-
lowing description. A loop γ in U(Σg) based at v can be regarded as an isotopy
I : D × [0, 1] → Σg of the disk D in Σg such that I(, 0) = I(, 1) is the inclusion
D ⊂ Σg. This isotopy can be extended to an ambient isotopy I : Σg × [0, 1] → Σg
starting with I(, 0) = IdΣg . Then,
Push([γ]) :=
[
restriction of I(, 1) to Σg,1 = Σg \ int(D)
]
is the image of the loop γ in Mg,1.
For cobordisms, we have the following analogue of Birman’s exact sequence.
This lemma will be used in the following sections to define homomorphisms on Cg
by first defining them on Cg,1.
Lemma 2.10. Gluing a 2-handle along ∂Σg,1 × [−1, 1] defines a surjection
Cg,1 −→ Cg, M 7−→ ıM.
Moreover, two cobordisms M and M ′ satisfy ıM = Mˆ ′ if and only if M ′ can be
obtained from M by surgery along a 2-component framed link K0 ∪ K1 in M as
shown in Figure 1.
K0
K1
Figure 1. The framed link K0 ∪K1 in the vicinity of the “vertical” boundary of M ,
i.e. the part m (∂Σg,1 × [−1, 1]) of ∂M .
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Proof. We define the cobordism ıM of Σg by attaching a 2-handle along the “verti-
cal” boundary of M : ıM :=M ∪m|∂Σg,1×[−1,1] (D × [−1, 1]) .
The cobordism Mˆ ′ is similarly defined from M ′. The 2-handle D × [−1, 1] can
be regarded as a framed string-knot X in the 3-manifold ıM and, similarly, we
have a framed string-knot X ′ ⊂ Mˆ ′. Assume that there is a homeomorphism
f : Mˆ ′ → ıM . If the image X˜ := f(X ′) happens to be isotopic to X , then f
restricts to a homeomorphism M ′ →M and we are done. Otherwise, we can apply
the “slam dunk” move:
K0
K1
X X˜ (2.5)
Here, surgery is performed along the 2-component framed linkK0∪K1; it produces a
homeomorphic manifold and the corresponding homeomorphism changes the framed
string-knot X to X˜ . Therefore, M ′ is (up to homeomorphism) the result of the
surgery in M along K0 ∪K1.
3 Johnson homomorphisms and Morita homomorphisms
We review the Johnson homomorphisms and their extensions by Morita. Originally
defined for the mapping class group of a surface, those homomorphisms have natural
extensions to the monoid of homology cobordisms. In this section, we restrict
ourselves to the bordered surface Σg,1 and to the closed surface Σg. We also refer
to Morita’s survey in Volume I of this handbook [79].
3.1 The Dehn–Nielsen representation
The definitions of Johnson’s and Morita’s homomorphisms are based on the action
of the mapping class group on the fundamental group, which we shall first review.
We start with the case of the bordered surface Σg,1. We denote
π := π1(Σg,1, ⋆)
where ⋆ ∈ ∂Σg,1 is a fixed base point. The homotopy class of the oriented boundary
curve defines a special element in the group π, namely ζ := [∂Σg,1].
Definition 3.1. The Dehn–Nielsen representation is the group homomorphism
ρ :Mg,1 −→ Aut(π), f 7−→ f∗.
A classical result by Dehn, Nielsen and Baer asserts that ρ is injective, and that its
image consists of the automorphisms that fix ζ [97].
There is no obvious way to extend the map ρ to the monoid Cg,1. Nonetheless,
the “nilpotent” versions of ρ can be extended from Mg,1 to Cg,1. For this, we
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consider the lower central series of π
Γ1π ⊃ Γ2π ⊃ · · · ⊃ Γkπ ⊃ Γk+1π ⊃ · · ·
which is inductively defined by Γ1π := π and Γi+1π := [Γiπ, π]. For each k ≥ 0, we
define a monoid homomorphism
ρk : Cg,1 −→ Aut (π/Γk+1π) , M 7−→ m−,∗
−1 ◦m+,∗.
Here the fundamental group of M is based at ⋆0 := m(⋆, 0), which is identified
(homotopically) with m+(⋆) = m(⋆,+1) and to m−(⋆) = m(⋆,−1) by the “ver-
tical” segments m(⋆ × [0, 1]) and m(⋆ × [−1, 0]). The map m±,∗ : π/Γk+1π →
π1(M, ⋆0)/Γk+1π1(M, ⋆0) is a group isomorphism according to Stallings’ theorem
[90]. (The hypothesis that m± is an isomorphism in homology is needed here.)
Example 3.2 (Degree 1). The abelian group π/Γ2π is H := H1 (Σg,1). The homo-
morphism ρ1 : Cg,1 → Aut(H) gives the homology type of homology cobordisms. So,
the kernel of ρ1 is the monoid of homology cylinders ICg,1. The image of ρ1 is the
subgroup Sp(H) of Aut(H) consisting of the elements preserving the intersection
pairing ω : H ×H → Z.
The following filtration is introduced in [35, 25].
Definition 3.3. The Johnson filtration of Cg,1 is the sequence of submonoids
Cg,1 = Cg,1[0] ⊃ Cg,1[1] ⊃ · · · ⊃ Cg,1[k] ⊃ Cg,1[k + 1] ⊃ · · ·
where Cg,1[k] is the kernel of ρk for all k ≥ 1.
This filtration restricts to a decreasing sequence of subgroups of the mapping
class group, which was introduced by Johnson in [47] and studied by Morita in [75].
We denote it by
Mg,1 =Mg,1[0] ⊃Mg,1[1] ⊃ · · · ⊃ Mg,1[k] ⊃Mg,1[k + 1] ⊃ · · ·
This series of subgroups is an N -series, in the sense that the commutator subgroup
of Mg,1[k] and Mg,1[l] is contained in Mg,1[k + l] for all k, l ≥ 0. It is also sepa-
rating, in the sense that its intersection
⋂
k≥0Mg,1[k] is trivial. This fact follows
directly from the injectivity of the Dehn–Nielsen representation, and from the fact
that π is residually nilpotent. Note that the Johnson filtration is far from being
separating in the case of homology cobordisms. (For instance, every ρk is trivial
for g = 0. This fact, according to Example 2.2, contrasts with the richness of the
monoid of homology 3-spheres.)
Let us now consider the case of a closed surface Σg. We denoteÛπ := π1(Σg).
We have implicitly chosen a base point ⋆ ∈ Σg, but we do not include it in the
notation since the definitions below will not depend on it.
Definition 3.4. The Dehn–Nielsen representation is the group homomorphism
ρ :Mg −→ Out(Ûπ), f 7−→ f∗.
In the closed case, the map ρ is injective and its image consists of classes of auto-
morphisms that fix [Σg] ∈ H2(Σg) ≃ H2(Ûπ) [97].
Similarly to the bordered case, the “nilpotent” versions of ρ can be extended to
the monoid Cg. Thus, we define for each k ≥ 0 a monoid homomorphism
ρk : Cg −→ Out (Ûπ/Γk+1Ûπ) , M 7−→ m−,∗−1 ◦m+,∗.
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To define ρk(M), we need to choose a base point in M and some paths joining
it to m+(⋆) and to m−(⋆) respectively, but the resulting outer automorphism ofÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ is independent of these choices.
Definition 3.5. The Johnson filtration of Cg is the sequence of submonoids
Cg = Cg[0] ⊃ Cg[1] ⊃ · · · ⊃ Cg[k] ⊃ Cg[k + 1] ⊃ · · ·
where Cg[k] is the kernel of ρk for all k ≥ 1.
This filtration restricts to a decreasing sequence of subgroups of the mapping
class group
Mg =Mg[0] ⊃Mg[1] ⊃ · · · ⊃ Mg[k] ⊃Mg[k + 1] ⊃ · · ·
which, again, is an N -series. By using the Dehn–Nielsen representation and more
delicate arguments than in the bordered case [8], one can prove that the Johnson
filtration is also separating in the closed case (at least for g 6= 2).
3.2 Johnson homomorphisms
We start by defining the Johnson homomorphisms in the bordered case. For this,
we fix a few identifications between groups, which will be implicit in the sequel.
First of all, we denote
H := H1(Σg,1) ≃ π/Γ2π. (3.1)
The left-adjoint of the intersection pairing ω of the surface Σg,1 defines an isomor-
phism between H and its dual H∗ := Hom(H,Z):
H
≃
−→ H∗, h 7−→ ω(h,−).
(In the literature, the right-adjoint of ω is also used to identify H with H∗. This
seems, for instance, to be the case in Johnson’s and Morita’s papers.) Let L := L(H)
denote the Lie ring freely generated by H : this is a graded Lie ring whose degree
is given by the lengths of brackets. Recall from [13, 65] that there is a canonical
isomorphism
Gr π =
⊕
k≥1
Γkπ
Γk+1π
≃
−→
⊕
k≥1
Lk = L (3.2)
between the graded Lie ring associated with the lower central series of π and L.
Both Gr π and L are generated by their degree 1 parts, and the isomorphism (3.2)
is simply given in degree 1 by (3.1).
Definition 3.6. For all k ≥ 1, the k-th Johnson homomorphism is the monoid map
τk : Cg,1[k] −→ Hom(H,Γk+1π/Γk+2π) = H
∗ ⊗ Γk+1π/Γk+2π ≃ H ⊗ Lk+1
which sends an M ∈ Cg,1[k] to the map defined by {x} 7→ ρk+1(M)({x}) · {x}
−1 for
all {x} ∈ π/Γ2π.
The Johnson homomorphisms are defined for homology cobordisms in [25] as a
natural generalization of the homomorphisms introduced in [47, 75] for mapping
class groups. Recall that ∂Σg,1 defines an element ζ ∈ π and, clearly, the automor-
phism ρk+1(M) of π/Γk+2π lifts to an endomorphism of π/Γk+3π which fixes {ζ}
(namely the automorphism ρk+2(M)). It can be checked that such a “boundary
condition” implies that τk(M) belongs to the kernel of the bracket map:
Dk+2(H) := Ker ([, ] : H ⊗ Lk+1(H) −→ Lk+2(H)) .
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Thus, the k-th Johnson homomorphism is a monoid homomorphism
τk : Cg,1[k] −→ Dk+2(H)
whose kernel is the submonoid Cg,1[k + 1].
The first Johnson homomorphism τ1 on the Torelli group was introduced by
Johnson himself in [44] and is a key ingredient in the abelianization of the Torelli
group [49] — see §6.3. Its target can be identified with the third exterior power of
H by the map
Λ3H
≃
−→ D3(H), a ∧ b ∧ c 7−→ a⊗ [b, c] + c⊗ [a, b] + b ⊗ [c, a]. (3.3)
Thus, the first Johnson homomorphism is a monoid homomorphism
τ1 : ICg,1 −→ Λ
3H.
The resulting representation of the Torelli group Ig,1 already appears in the back-
ground of a paper by Sullivan [91] in connection with the cohomology rings of
closed oriented 3-manifolds. To understand this relation, recall from §2.3 that an
M ∈ ICg,1 can be “closed” to a 3-manifold M without boundary. Then, the inclu-
sion m± : Σg,1 → M ⊂ M induces an isomorphism in homology so that H can be
identified with H1(M).
Proposition 3.7 (Johnson [47]). For all M ∈ ICg,1, τ1(M) coincides with the
triple-cup product form of the closure M , namely the form
H1(M)×H1(M)×H1(M) −→ Z, (x, y, z) 7−→
〈
x ∪ y ∪ z,
[
M
]〉
which we regard as an element of Hom
(
Λ3H1(M),Z
)
≃ Λ3H1(M) ≃ Λ
3H.
As claimed by Johnson [47], this relationship can be generalized to the higher John-
son homomorphisms. Thus, the k-th Johnson homomorphism of an M ∈ Cg,1[k]
can be computed from the length k + 1 Massey products of the closure M . This
has been proved by Kitano in the case of the mapping class group [53] and by
Garoufalidis–Levine in the case of homology cobordisms [25].
Johnson proved that τ1 : Ig,1 → Λ
3H is surjective (for g ≥ 2) by computing its
values on some explicit elements of the Torelli group [44]. In general, the image of
τk :Mg,1[k]→ Dk+2(H) is not known (except for small values of k) — see [78] for
an account of this important problem. Nevertheless, we have the following result
for homology cobordisms.
Theorem 3.8 (Garoufalidis–Levine [25]). For all k ≥ 1, the monoid map τk :
Cg,1[k]→ Dk+2(H) is surjective.
Sketches of the proof. Let Autζ (π/Γk+1π) be the group of those automorphisms Ψ
of π/Γk+1π which lift to an endomorphism ‹Ψ of π/Γk+2π such that ‹Ψ({ζ}) = {ζ}.
By using cobordism theory and surgery techniques, Garoufalidis and Levine first
prove that the monoid homomorphism
ρk : Cg,1 −→ Autζ (π/Γk+1π)
is surjective [25, Theorem 3]. Similar techniques are used by Turaev in [95] to prove
a realization result for nilpotent homotopy types of closed oriented 3-manifolds —
see §3.3 in this connection. Next, they consider the following commutative diagram:
1 // Cg,1[k] //
τk

Cg,1
ρk //
ρk+1

Autζ (π/Γk+1π) // 1
1 // Dk+2(H) // Autζ (π/Γk+2π) // Autζ (π/Γk+1π) // 1.
(3.4)
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Clearly, the first row is exact. In the second row, the right-hand side map is induced
by the canonical projection End(π/Γk+2π) → End(π/Γk+1π), and the surjectivity
of ρk implies that it is surjective. The left-hand side map in the second row sends
any f ∈ Dk+2(H) ⊂ H⊗Lk+1 ≃ Hom(H,Γk+1π/Γk+2π) to the automorphism Ψ of
π/Γk+2π defined by Ψ({x}) = f({x}) · {x} for all x ∈ π. It can be checked that the
second row is exact [25, Proposition 2.5], and the surjectivity of ρk+1 then implies
that τk is surjective.
Habegger gives in [30] a different proof of Theorem 3.8. For this, he defines
a correspondence between the set Cg,1[1] = IC(Σg,1) and the set IC(Σ0,2g+1) of
framed string-links in homology 3-balls on 2g strands with trivial linking matrix.
(See Example 2.2.) Although not multiplicative, this bijection makes the Johnson
filtration correspond to the Milnor filtration, and the Johnson homomorphisms
correspond to the Milnor invariants. Thus, Habegger calls it the “Milnor–Johnson
correspondence” and the surjectivity of τk then follows from the surjectivity of the
Milnor invariants for string-links in homology 3-balls [32].
In the closed case, the Johnson homomorphisms are defined for the mapping
class group by Morita in [76]. The definition is similar to the bordered case, but it
is also more technical. Since any embedding Σg,1 → Σg induces an isomorphism in
homology, we use the same notation as in the bordered case:
H := H1(Σg) ≃ Ûπ/Γ2Ûπ.
The intersection pairing ω : H × H → Z defines an isomorphism H ≃ H∗ and,
so, is dual to a bivector ω ∈ Λ2H . By a theorem of Labute [56], the graded Lie
ring associated with the lower central series of Ûπ is canonically isomorphic to the
quotient ÛL := L/〈ω〉ideal, where ω is regarded as an element of L2.
Each {y} ∈ ΓkÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ induces a group homomorphism H → Γk+1Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ
defined by {x} 7→ {[y, x]}. In that way, ΓkÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ is mapped to a subgroup
of Hom (H,Γk+1Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ) denoted by [ΓkÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ, ]. Besides, each element y ∈ÛLk defines by antisymmetrization of ω ∈ Λ2H in H ⊗ H an element ω ⊗ y of
H ⊗H ⊗ ÛLk and, so, by applying the bracket H ⊗ ÛLk → ÛLk+1, we get an element
(Id⊗[, ]) (ω ⊗ y) of H ⊗ ÛLk+1. Thus, ÛLk is mapped to a subgroup of H ⊗ ÛLk+1
denoted by (Id⊗[, ]) (ω ⊗ ÛLk). It is easily checked that the canonical isomorphism
Hom (H,Γk+1Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ) = H∗ ⊗ Γk+1Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ ≃ H ⊗ ÛLk+1
makes those two subgroups correspond.
Definition 3.9. For all k ≥ 1, the k-th Johnson homomorphism is the monoid map
τk : Cg[k] −→
Hom(H,Γk+1Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ)
[ΓkÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ, ] ≃ H ⊗ ÛLk+1(Id⊗[, ]) (ω ⊗ ÛLk)
which sends an M ∈ Cg[k] to the map defined by {x} 7→ ρk+1(M)({x}) · {x}
−1 for
all {x} ∈ Ûπ/Γ2Ûπ.
Recall that, in the closed case, ρk+1(M) is an automorphism of Ûπ/Γk+2Ûπ which is
only defined up to some inner automorphism. This ambiguity disappears by taking
the quotient with [ΓkÛπ/Γk+1Ûπ, ]. For the same reason, the choice of the base point
⋆ ∈ Σg has no incidence on the definition of τk(M).
As explained in §2.4, we may think of the closed surface Σg as the union of Σg,1
with a disk D. We can also choose a system of meridians and parallels (α, β) on
Σg,1 as shown in Figure 2. Then, for a base point ⋆ ∈ ∂Σg,1 and some appropriate
basings of those meridians and parallels, we have
ζ = [∂Σg,1] =
[
αg, β
−1
g
]
· · ·
[
α1, β
−1
1
]
∈ π.
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Since ζ = [∂D] is trivial in Ûπ, any representative r ∈ Aut (Ûπ/Γk+3Ûπ) of ρk+1(M)
satisfies the identity[
r(αg), r(β
−1
g )
]
· · ·
[
r(α1), r(β
−1
1 )
]
= 1 ∈ Ûπ/Γk+3Ûπ.
This implies that a representative of τk(M) in H ⊗ ÛLk+1 actually belongs to the
subgroup ÛDk+2(H) := Ker Ä[, ] : H ⊗ ÛLk+1 −→ ÛLk+2ä .
Thus, the k-th Johnson homomorphism is a monoid homomorphism
τk : Cg[k] −→
ÛDk+2(H)
(Id⊗[, ]) (ω ⊗ ÛLk)
whose kernel is the submonoid Cg[k + 1].
⋆
α1
αg
β1 βg
Figure 2. The surface Σg,1 and a system of meridians and parallels (α, β).
Similarly to the bordered case, τ1 was introduced by Johnson himself [44], and
it plays a key role in the abelianization of Ig — see §6.3. Note that we have an
isomorphism
Λ3H
≃
−→ D3(H) ≃ ÛD3(H)
through which the subgroup ω ∧H goes to (Id⊗[, ]) (ω ⊗H). Thus, in the closed
case, the first Johnson homomorphism is a monoid map
τ1 : ICg −→
Λ3H
ω ∧H
.
As in the bordered case, τ1 can be interpreted in terms of the cohomology rings of
closed oriented 3-manifolds. Indeed, let M be the closure of an M ∈ ICg as defined
in §2.3. We have a short exact sequence of abelian groups
0 // H
m∗ // H1(M)
p
// Z // 0 (3.5)
where m∗ is induced by the inclusion m± : Σg → M ⊂ M and p takes the homo-
logical intersection with [m±(Σg)] ∈ H2(M).
Proposition 3.10. For all M ∈ ICg, τ1(M) is the image of the triple-cup product
form of the closure M under the projection
Λ3H1(M)
Λ3s // // Λ3H // // Λ3H/ω ∧H
where s is a left inverse of m∗ in (3.5).
The map Ù : Cg,1 → Cg defined in Lemma 2.10 (when Σg is decomposed into a
closed disk and a copy of Σg,1) sends the Johnson filtration to the Johnson filtration.
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Moreover, we have a commutative square:
Cg,1[k]
τk //
Ù

Dk+2(H)

Cg[k] τk
// ÛDk+2(H)
(Id⊗[,])(ω⊗ÛLk)
(3.6)
We deduce from Theorem 3.8 that τk is surjective also in the closed case. However,
computing the image of Mg[k] by τk is still an unsolved and hard problem [78].
Besides, (3.6) is also useful to deduce Proposition 3.10 from Proposition 3.7.
3.3 Morita homomorphisms
In the case of the bordered surface Σg,1, Morita introduced in [75] some refinements
of the Johnson homomorphisms. From the point of view of 3-dimensional topol-
ogy, Morita’s homomorphisms correspond to Turaev’s nilpotent homotopy types of
closed 3-manifolds [95], which we shall now recall.
Let k ≥ 1 be an integer and let G be a group of nilpotency class k (i.e. the
subgroup Γk+1G is trivial). Let N be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold whose
k-th nilpotent quotient of the fundamental group is parameterized by the group G:
n : G
≃
−→ π1(N)/Γk+1π1(N).
Then, Turaev defines the k-th nilpotent homotopy type of the pair (N,n) to be
µk(N,n) := fn,∗ ([N ]) ∈ H3(G)
where fn : N → K(G, 1) gives the composition π1(N) → π1(N)/Γk+1π1(N)
n−1
→ G
at the level of fundamental groups. This terminology is justified by the fact due to
Thomas [93] and Swarup [92] that the oriented homotopy type of N is determined
by the group π1(N) and the image of [N ] in H3 (π1(N)).
Remark 3.11. It is well-known that the cobordism group ΩSO3 (K(G, 1)) is isomor-
phic to H3(G) by the map {(L, l)} 7→ l∗([L]), for any closed connected oriented
3-manifold L and any map l : L → K(G, 1). Thus, an equivalent definition for the
k-th nilpotent homotopy type is µk(N,n) := {(N, fn)} ∈ Ω
SO
3 (K(G, 1)).
Let us now consider the closure C of a cobordism C ∈ Cg,1[k] defined in §2.3. Ob-
serve that the map Σg,1 → C, which is obtained by composing c± : Σg,1 → C with
the inclusion C ⊂ C, induces an isomorphism c∗ : π/Γk+1π → π1(C)/Γk+1π1(C).
Definition 3.12. For all k ≥ 1, the k-th Morita homomorphism is the map
Mk : Cg,1[k] −→ H3 (π/Γk+1π)
that sends a C ∈ Cg,1[k] to µk
(
C, c∗
)
.
This map is studied by Heap in [38] at the mapping class group level, and by Sakasai
in [89] for homology cobordisms. It also appears implicitly in [25]. By considering
the simplicial model of K (π/Γk+1π, 1), Heap shows thatMk is equivalent to Morita’s
refinement of the k-th Johnson homomorphism [75]. Morita’s original definition is
more algebraic: for any f ∈ Mg,1[k], the homology class Mk(c(f)) is defined in
[75] from the Dehn–Nielsen representation ρ(f) ∈ Aut(π) using the bar resolution
of the group π. Similarly, one can define Mk(C) from ρ2k(C) ∈ Aut(π/Γ2k+1π)
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using the fact (proved by Igusa and Orr [41]) that the canonical homomorphism
H3(π/Γ2k+1π)→ H3(π/Γk+1π) is trivial.
However, it is not clear from the above definition thatMk is a monoid homomor-
phism. The additivity of Mk is a consequence of the following “variation formula”
for the k-th nilpotent homotopy type.
Proposition 3.13. Let N be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold. Given a
cobordism C ∈ Cg,1[k] and an embedding j : Σg,1 → N , consider the 3-manifold N
′
obtained by “cutting” N along j(Σg,1) and by “inserting” C. Then, any isomor-
phism n : G → π1(N)/Γk+1π1(N) induces, in a canonical way, an isomorphism
n′ : G→ π1(N
′)/Γk+1π1(N
′) such that
µk(N
′, n′)− µk(N,n) = n
−1
∗ j∗ (Mk(C)) ∈ H3(G). (3.7)
Similar formulas are shown in [25, Theorem 2] and [38, Theorem 5.2] by cobordism
arguments — see Remark 3.11.
Proof of Proposition 3.13. Denote by J the surface j(Σg,1) in N . The 3-manifold
N ′ is defined by N ′ := (N \ int (J × [−1, 1])) ∪j′◦c−1 C where J × [−1, 1] denotes a
closed regular neighborhood of J in N and j′ is the restriction to the boundary of
the homeomorphism j× Id : Σg,1× [−1, 1]→ J× [−1, 1]. The van Kampen theorem
shows the existence of a canonical isomorphism between π1(N)/Γk+1π1(N) and
π1(N
′)/Γk+1π1(N
′) which is defined by the following commutative diagram:
π1(N\int(J×[−1,1]))
Γk+1π1(N\int(J×[−1,1]))
vvvv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
(( ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
π1(N)
Γk+1π1(N) ≃
∃! //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ π1(N
′)
Γk+1π1(N ′)
.
By composing it with n, we obtain an isomorphism n′ : G→ π1(N
′)/Γk+1π1(N
′).
Let us now prove formula (3.7). The closed 3-manifolds N , N ′ and C can be
seen all together inside the following singular 3-manifold:
‹N := (N \ int (J × [−1, 1]) ) ∪j′⊔j′◦c−1 ÄΣg,1 × [−1, 1]⊔Cä .
Denote the corresponding inclusions by i : N → ‹N , i′ : N ′ → ‹N and ℓ : C → ‹N .
The homomorphism i∗ : π1(N)/Γk+1π1(N) → π1(‹N)/Γk+1π1(‹N) is an isomor-
phism, and we denote by n˜ its pre-composition with n. Let f˜ : ‹N → K(G, 1) be a
map which induces the composition π1(‹N )→ π1(‹N)/Γk+1π1(‹N) n˜−1→ G at the level
of fundamental groups. The restrictions of f˜ to N and N ′ are denoted by f and
f ′ respectively, and they induce n−1 and (n′)−1 at the level of fundamental groups.
So, we have
µk(N
′, n′)− µk(N,n) = f
′
∗([N
′])− f∗([N ]) = f˜∗ (i
′
∗([N
′])− i∗([N ])) = f˜∗ℓ∗
([
C
])
.
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But, we have the following commutative square in the category of groups:
π1
(
C
)
// //
ℓ∗

π1(C)
Γk+1π1(C)
c−1∗
≃
//
ℓ∗

✤
✤
✤
π
Γk+1π
j∗

π1 (K(π/Γk+1π, 1))
π1(N˜)
Γk+1π1(N˜)
n˜−1
≃
((P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
π1(N)
Γk+1π1(N)
n−1≃

≃
i∗
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
π1
Ä‹Nä
f˜∗
//
:: ::✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
G π1(K(G, 1))
(The dashed arrows are shown here to check the commutativity.) Choose some
maps a : C → K(π/Γk+1π, 1) and b : K(π/Γk+1π, 1)→ K(G, 1) that induce the top
homomorphism and the right-hand side homomorphism, respectively, at the level
of fundamental groups. Thus, b ◦ a is homotopic to f˜ ◦ ℓ so that
µk(N
′, n′)− µk(N,n) = (f˜ ◦ ℓ)∗
([
C
])
= (b ◦ a)∗
([
C
])
= n−1∗ j∗
(
µk
(
C, c∗
))
.
We conclude from the definition of Mk.
The k-th Morita homomorphism is a refinement of the k-th Johnson homomor-
phism in the following sense. Consider the (central) extension of groups
0 // Lk+1 // π/Γk+2π // π/Γk+1π // 1
and the corresponding Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence:
E2p,q = Hp (π/Γk+1π;Hq (Lk+1)) =⇒ Hp+q (π/Γk+2π) .
We need the differential d2 := d23,0 : E
2
3,0 → E
2
1,1, where E
2
3,0 ≃ H3 (π/Γk+1π) and
E21,1 ≃ H⊗Lk+1. Morita uses this spectral sequence in [75] to prove that the image
of d2 is precisely the subgroup Dk+2(H).
Theorem 3.14 (Morita [75]). For all integer k ≥ 1, we have the following commu-
tative triangle:
Cg,1[k]
Mk //
−τk
&&◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
H3 (π/Γk+1π)
d2

Dk+2(H).
This result is stated and proved in [75] for mapping class groups, but the proof
can be adapted to homology cobordisms. From a 3-dimensional viewpoint, this
statement translates the fact that the k-th nilpotent homotopy type of a closed
connected oriented 3-manifold determines its Massey products of length k + 1. See
[38] for a topological proof of Theorem 3.14. Similar arguments appear in [25].
Example 3.15 (Degree 1). The Pontrjagin product for the homology of the abelian
group H defines an isomorphism:
Λ3H
≃
−→ H3(H) ≃ H3(π/Γ2π).
Through that isomorphism, the differential d2 : H3(π/Γ2π) → D3(H) coincides
with the isomorphism (3.3). Thus, M1 is equivalent to −τ1.
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For all integers l ≥ k ≥ 1, the following square is commutative:
Cg,1[l]


Ml // H3 (π/Γl+1π)

Cg,1[k]
Mk
// H3 (π/Γk+1π) .
The right-hand side map is induced by the canonical map π/Γl+1π → π/Γk+1π and,
as already mentioned, Igusa and Orr proved it to be trivial for l ≥ 2k [41]. So, Mk
vanishes on Cg,1[2k]. In fact, the computation of H3 (π/Γk+1π) performed in [41]
and the surjectivity of the Johnson homomorphisms (Theorem 3.8) can be used to
prove the following stronger statement.
Theorem 3.16 (Heap [38], Sakasai [89]). For all integer k ≥ 1, we have the fol-
lowing short exact sequence of monoids:
1 // Cg,1[2k] // Cg,1[k]
Mk // H3 (π/Γk+1π) // 1.
More generally, two cobordisms C,C′ ∈ Cg,1[k] satisfy Mk(C) = Mk(C
′) if and
only if we have ρ2k(C) = ρ2k(C
′). (This can be deduced from Theorem 3.16 by
considering group quotients of the monoid C: see §5.2 and §7.1.)
3.4 Infinitesimal versions of the Dehn–Nielsen representation
We now give “infinitesimal” versions of the Dehn–Nielsen representation, which
are defined on the monoid of homology cobordisms and contain all the Johnson
homomorphisms. Here, the word “infinitesimal” means that we are going to replace
fundamental groups by their Malcev Lie algebras. The passage from groups to
Lie algebras will be useful in §4.3 to connect the Dehn–Nielsen representation to
finite-type invariants.
Let G be a group and let Q[G] be the group algebra of G, with augmentation
ideal I. The I-adic completion of Q[G]’Q[G] := lim
←−
k
Q[G]/Ik
is a Hopf algebra equipped with a complete filtration. If G is residually torsion-free
nilpotent (which will always be the case in our situation), then the canonical map
G→’Q[G] is injective, so that we can write G ⊂’Q[G]. Following Quillen [87] and
Jennings [42], we define the Malcev Lie algebra of G as the primitive part of’Q[G]:
m(G) := Prim
(’Q[G]).
This is a filtered Lie algebra into which G embeds by the logarithmic series:
log : G −→ m(G), x 7−→
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1
n
· (x− 1)n .
By a theorem of Quillen [88], this map induces an isomorphism
(Gr log)⊗Q : GrG⊗Q
≃
−→ Grm(G)
between the graded Lie algebras associated with the lower central series of G and
with the filtration of m(G) respectively. This way of defining the Malcev Lie algebra
is clearly functorial and, if G is residually torsion-free nilpotent, then the map
m : Aut(G)→ Aut(m(G)) is injective.
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We now consider the case of the free group π = π1(Σg,1, ⋆). We abbreviate
HQ := H ⊗ Q = (π/Γ2π) ⊗ Q, and T(HQ) denotes the tensor algebra over HQ.
Following our convention, the same notation is used for the degree completion of
the tensor algebra.
Definition 3.17. An expansion of the free group π is a map θ : π → T(HQ) which
is multiplicative and satisfies
∀x ∈ π, θ(x) = 1 + [x] + (deg ≥ 2) ∈ T(HQ).
The expansion is group-like if it takes group-like values.
Expansions of free groups have been considered by Lin [64] and Kawazumi [50] in
connection with Milnor’s invariants and Johnson’s homomorphisms, respectively.
An expansion θ of π extends in a unique way to a filtered algebra isomorphism
θ : ‘Q[π]→ T(HQ), which induces the canonical isomorphism
Gr‘Q[π] =⊕
k≥0
Ik
Ik+1
≃
−→ T(HQ),
I
I2
∋ {x− 1} 7−→ [x] ∈ HQ (3.8)
at the graded level [13, 65]. Group-like expansions θ correspond to Hopf algebra
isomorphisms θ : ‘Q[π] → T(HQ) which induce the canonical isomorphism (3.8)
at the graded level. Equivalently, by restricting to primitive elements, group-like
expansions θ of π correspond to filtered Lie algebra isomorphisms θ : m(π) → LQ
which induce the canonical isomorphism
Grm(π)
≃
(log⊗Q)−1
// Grπ ⊗Q
≃
(3.2)
// LQ
at the graded level. Here LQ := L⊗ Q denotes the Lie algebra freely generated by
HQ or, depending on the context, its degree completion.
Example 3.18. If a basis of π is specified — for instance, the basis (α, β) defined
by a system of meridians and parallels as in Figure 2 — then there is a unique
expansion θ(α,β) of π defined by
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , g}, θ(α,β)(αi) := exp⊗ ([αi]) and θ(α,β)(βi) := exp⊗ ([βi]) . (3.9)
By construction, the expansion θ(α,β) is group-like.
Let θ be a group-like expansion of π. The following composition can be regarded
as an infinitesimal version of the Dehn–Nielsen representation, which depends on
θ:
Mg,1 //
ρ
//
))
̺θ
44❯
❲ ❳ ❩ ❭ ❪ ❴ ❛ ❜ ❞
❢ ❣
✐
Aut(π) //
m // Aut (m(π))
θ◦◦θ−1
≃
// Aut(LQ). (3.10)
We denote it by ̺θ. Since any automorphism of the complete free Lie algebra LQ
is determined by its restriction to HQ, we can replace ̺
θ by the map
τθ :Mg,1 −→ Hom(HQ,LQ), f 7−→ ̺
θ(f)|HQ − IdHQ = θ ◦m(f∗) ◦ θ
−1|HQ − IdHQ
without loss of information. This is essentially the map introduced in [50] under
the name of the total Johnson map. Indeed, it can be checked from its definition
that τθ contains all the Johnson homomorphisms.
Theorem 3.19 (Kawazumi [50]). The degree k part of the total Johnson map,
restricted to the k-th term of the Johnson filtration, coincides with the k-th Johnson
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homomorphism (with rational coefficients):
τθk = τk :Mg,1[k] −→ Hom(HQ,LQ,k+1) ≃ HQ ⊗ LQ,k+1.
Using Fox’s free differential calculus, Perron defines another map on Mg,1 which
contains all the Johnson homomorphisms [85].
The extension of ̺θ to the monoid of homology cobordisms is straightforward.
Indeed, a group-like expansion θ induces a filtered Lie algebra isomorphism θ :
m(π/Γk+1π)→ LQ/LQ,≥k+1 for each integer k ≥ 1. So, we can consider the monoid
homomorphism ̺θk defined by the composition
Cg,1
ρk //
̺θk
33
❱ ❱ ❲ ❳ ❳ ❨ ❩ ❬ ❭ ❫ ❴ ❵ ❜ ❝
❞ ❡ ❢
❢ ❣
Aut(π/Γk+1π) //
m // Aut (m(π/Γk+1π))
θ◦◦θ−1
≃
// Aut (LQ/LQ,≥k+1)
or, equivalently, we can consider the map
τθ≤k : Cg,1 −→ Hom(HQ,LQ/LQ,≥k+1) , f 7−→ ̺
θ
k(f)|HQ − IdHQ .
Passing to the limit k → +∞, we get a map
τθ : Cg,1 −→ Hom(HQ,LQ) ≃ HQ ⊗ LQ
whose restriction to Mg,1 is compatible with the preceding definition. Theorem
3.19 works with Mg,1[k] replaced by Cg,1[k].
Definition 3.20. The infinitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation (induced by the
group-like expansion θ of π) is the monoid homomorphism
̺θ : Cg,1 −→ Aut(LQ)
which sends a homology cobordism C to the unique filtered automorphism of LQ
whose restriction to HQ is IdHQ +τ
θ(C).
The following statement can be proved from the definitions.
Proposition 3.21 (See [68]). The degree [k, 2k[ truncation of the total Johnson
map τθ, restricted to the k-th term of the Johnson filtration,
τθ[k,2k[ :=
2k−1∑
m=k
τθm : Cg,1[k] −→
2k−1⊕
m=k
HQ ⊗ LQ,m+1
is a monoid homomorphism, and its kernel is Cg,1[2k].
Among group-like expansions, we prefer those which have the following property.
Recall that ω ∈ Λ2H ⊂ H ⊗H is the dual of the intersection pairing.
Definition 3.22. An expansion θ : π → T(HQ) is symplectic if it is group-like and
if it sends ζ to exp⊗(−ω).
It is not difficult, using the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula and starting from
the expansion (3.9), to construct degree-by-degree a symplectic expansion [68]. If θ
is symplectic, the infinitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation ̺θ has values in
Autω (LQ) := {a ∈ Aut (LQ) : a(ω) = ω}
and it can be checked that τθ[k,2k[ then takes values in the kernel of the bracket map:
D(HQ) := D(H)⊗Q = Ker ([, ] : HQ ⊗ LQ −→ LQ) .
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Theorem 3.23 (See [68]). If θ is a symplectic expansion of π, then there is a
commutative diagram of the following form:
H3 (π/Γk+1π) // // H3 (π/Γk+1π;Q)
≃ ++❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳
Cg,1[k]
−Mk 44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
τθ[k,2k[
''PP
PPP
P
H3 (m(π/Γk+1π);Q) .
2k−1⊕
m=k
Dm+2(HQ)
≃ // H3
Ä
LQ
LQ,≥k+1
;Q
ä θ−1∗≃
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
Thus, the degree [k, 2k[ truncation of the total Johnson map τθ is equivalent to the
k-th Morita homomorphism.
The top map is injective because H3(π/Γk+1π) is torsion-free [41]. The right-hand
side top map is an application of the following result by Pickel: with rational
coefficients, the homology of a torsion-free finitely-generated nilpotent group is iso-
morphic to the homology of its Malcev Lie algebra [86]. The bottom map is defined
using diagrammatic descriptions of the spaces D(HQ) andH3(LQ/LQ,≥k+1;Q). (See
§4.3 for the diagrammatic description of D(HQ).) The diagram is shown to be com-
mutative using an “infinitesimal” version of Mk.
We now sketch how to use symplectic expansions to deal with the case of a
closed surface. If we fix a closed disk D ⊂ Σg (as we did in §2.4), then we have a
decomposition Σg = Σg,1 ∪D so that
Ûπ = π1(Σg, ⋆) ≃ π/〈ζ〉.
Thus, a symplectic expansion θ induces a filtered Lie algebra isomorphism
Ûθ : m(Ûπ) ≃−→ ÛLQ
between the Malcev Lie algebra of Ûπ and the complete Lie algebra ÛLQ := LQ/〈ω〉ideal.
Then, the following composition gives an infinitesimal version of the Dehn–Nielsen
representation:
Mg //
ρ
//
))
̺θ
44
❚
❯
❲ ❨ ❩ ❭ ❪ ❴ ❛ ❜ ❞
❡ ❣
✐
Out (Ûπ) // m // Out (m (Ûπ)) Ûθ◦◦Ûθ−1
≃
// Out
ÄÛLQä . (3.11)
We denote it by ̺θ. Here, for a Lie algebra g equipped with a complete filtration,
Out(g) denotes the group of filtered automorphisms of g modulo inner automor-
phisms, i.e. exponentials of inner derivations of g. Equivalently, we can consider the
total Johnson map defined by
τθ :Mg −→
Hom
Ä
HQ, ÛLQä
exp◦(ad
ÛLQ)()− () , f 7−→
¶Ûθ ◦m(f∗) ◦ Ûθ−1|HQ − IdHQ©
where the space Hom(HQ, ÛLQ) is quotiented by the subspace of homomorphisms of
the form (h 7→ exp◦(adu)(h)− h) where u ∈
ÛLQ.
As in the bordered case, we can extend the map τθ and the homomorphism ̺θ
to the monoid Cg by considering, first, the nilpotent quotients ÛLQ/ÛLQ,≥k+1 and by
passing, next, to the limit k → +∞. There are analogues of Theorem 3.19 and
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Proposition 3.21 for the monoid Cg. Clearly, the following square is commutative:
Cg,1
̺θ
//
Ù

Autω (LQ)

Cg
̺θ
// Out
ÄÛLQä .
(3.12)
4 The LMO homomorphism
We present the LMO homomorphism, which is a diagrammatic representation of
the monoid of homology cylinders. It is derived from the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki
invariant of closed oriented 3-manifolds. The LMO homomorphism dominates all
the Johnson/Morita homomorphisms, and it will play a key role in Section 6. In
this section, we restrict ourselves to the surfaces Σg,1 and Σg.
4.1 The algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams
We start by defining the target of the LMO homomorphism. For this, we need to
define some kind of Feynman diagrams which appear in the theory of finite-type
invariants [7, 84].
A Jacobi diagram is a finite graph whose vertices have valence 1 (external ver-
tices) or 3 (internal vertices). Each internal vertex is oriented, in the sense that
its incident edges are cyclically ordered. A Jacobi diagram is colored by a set S
if a map from the set of its external vertices to S is specified. A strut is a Jacobi
diagram with only two external vertices and no internal vertex. Examples of Jacobi
diagrams are shown in Figure 3: the custom is to draw such diagrams with dashed
lines and the vertex orientations are given by the counter-clockwise orientation.
Figure 3. Some examples of Jacobi diagrams: the strut, the Y graph, the H graph,
the Phi graph and the Theta graph.
As in the previous section, we start with the bordered case. We denote H :=
H1(Σg,1) and HQ := H ⊗Q. We define the Q-vector space
A(HQ) :=
Q ·
ß
Jacobi diagrams without strut component
and with external vertices colored by HQ
™
AS, IHX, multilinearity
.
The “AS” and “IHX” relations are diagrammatic analogues of the antisymmetry
and Jacobi identities in Lie algebras:
AS IHX
= − − + = 0
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The “multilinearity” relation simply states that a Jacobi diagram D with one ex-
ternal vertex v colored by q1 · h1 + q2 · h2 (with q1, q2 ∈ Q and h1, h2 ∈ HQ) is
equivalent to the linear combination q1 ·D1+q2 ·D2 where Di is the Jacobi diagram
D with the vertex v colored by hi. The degree of a Jacobi diagram is the number
of its internal vertices. Thus, A(HQ) is a graded vector space
A(HQ) =
∞⊕
d=0
Ad(HQ)
where A0(HQ) ≃ Q is spanned by the empty diagram ∅. Following our convention,
the degree completion of A(HQ) is denoted in the same way.
Example 4.1 (Degree 1). The spaces A1(HQ) and Λ
3HQ are isomorphic by
x1
x2 x3
7→ x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3.
As in the previous section, ω : HQ⊗HQ → Q denotes the intersection pairing of
Σg,1. The group of the automorphisms ofHQ that preserve ω, namely the symplectic
group of (HQ, ω), is denoted by Sp(HQ). It acts on A(HQ) in the obvious way. We
shall now define on this space an Sp(HQ)-equivariant structure of Hopf algebra. If
we think of HQ-colored Jacobi diagrams as a kind of tensors, the multiplication ⋆
in A(HQ) is defined as the contraction by the pairing ω/2. In more detail, let D
and E be HQ-colored Jacobi diagrams, whose sets of external vertices are denoted
by V and W respectively. Then, we define
D ⋆ E :=
∑
V ′⊂V, W ′⊂W
β : V ′
≃
−→W ′
1
2|V ′|
·
∏
v∈V ′
ω
(
color
(
v
)
, color
(
β(v)
))
· (D ∪β E).
Here, the sum is taken over all ways of identifying a subset V ′ of V with a subset
W ′ of W , and D ∪β E is obtained from D ⊔ E by gluing each vertex v ∈ V
′ to
β(v) ∈W ′. The comultiplication is given on an HQ-colored Jacobi diagram D by
∆(D) :=
∑
D=D′⊔D′′
D′ ⊗D′′,
where the sum runs over all ways of dividing the connected components of D into
two parts. Thus, the primitive part of A(HQ) is the subspace A
c(HQ) spanned by
connected Jacobi diagrams. The counit is given by ε(D) := δD,∅, and the antipode
is the unique algebra anti-automorphism satisfying S(D) = −D if D is connected
and non-empty.
Definition 4.2. The Hopf algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams is the graded
vector space A(HQ) equipped with the multiplication ⋆ (with unit ∅), the comul-
tiplication ∆ (with counit ε) and the antipode S. The Lie algebra of symplectic
Jacobi diagrams is Ac(HQ) equipped with the Lie bracket [, ]⋆.
This Hopf algebra is introduced in [36]. Observe that all its operations respect
the action of Sp(HQ). In particular, the Lie bracket [, ]⋆ of A
c(HQ) is Sp(HQ)-
equivariant, and this will play an important role in Section 6. Another Lie bracket
is defined in [25], but this one is not Sp(HQ)-equivariant.
We now define the algebra which will serve as a target for the LMO homomor-
phism in the closed case. Let I be the subspace of A(HQ) spanned by elements of
the following form:
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ω x1 xe x1 xe· · · · · ·
−
1
4
∑
1≤j<k≤e
ω(xj , xk)
D D
j k
· · ·“xj · · ·“xk · · ·
Here x1 . . . , xe are colors in HQ and the ω-colored vertex means
=
g∑
i=1
ω αi βi
(4.1)
where (α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg) is a symplectic basis of HQ (defined, for instance, by a
system of meridians and parallels as in Figure 2). We also consider the subspace
Ic of Ac(HQ) spanned by elements of the above form where D is assumed to be
connected. It can be checked that I is an ideal of the Hopf algebra A(HQ) and that
Ic is an ideal of the Lie algebra Ac(HQ). So, we can define the following quotient
algebras: ÙA(HQ) := A(HQ)/I and ÙAc(HQ) := Ac(HQ)/Ic.
Example 4.3 (Degree 1). We have an isomorphism between ÙA1(HQ) = ÙAc1(HQ)
and the quotient space Λ3HQ/ω ∧HQ.
4.2 Definition of the LMO homomorphism
We now sketch the construction of the LMO homomorphism [36] starting from
the LMO invariant. The latter is an invariant of closed oriented 3-manifolds M
introduced by Le, Murakami and Ohtsuki in [58]. Denoted by Ω(M), it takes values
in the space of trivalent Jacobi diagrams:
A(∅) :=
Q · {Jacobi diagrams without external vertices}
AS, IHX
.
It can be regarded as a far-reaching generalization of the Casson–Walker–Lescop
invariant λ(M) [59], since we have
Ω(M) = ∅+ (−1)β1(M) ·
λ(M)
2
· + (deg > 2) ∈ A(∅).
The reader is referred to Ohtsuki’s book [84] for an introduction to this invariant.
The LMO invariant can be extended to 3-manifolds with boundary in several
ways [81, 17, 3]. Here, we need the LMO functor introduced in [16]. Its source
is the category of “Lagrangian cobordisms” whose objects are integers g ≥ 0 and
whose morphisms g → h are cobordisms (with corners) between Σg,1 and Σh,1,
which are required to satisfy certain homological conditions. The target of the
LMO functor is a certain category of Jacobi diagrams. We refer to [16] for the
construction. It should be emphasized that the definition of the LMO functor
requires two preliminary choices:
(1) A Drinfeld associator must be specified. (Just like the LMO invariant, the
LMO functor is constructed from the Kontsevich integral of tangles.)
(2) For each g ≥ 0, a system of meridians and parallels should be fixed on Σg,1
(as in Figure 2).
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Homology cylinders are “Lagrangian” in the sense of [16]. Thus, the LMO functor
restricts to a monoid homomorphism
Z˜Y : ICg,1 −→ A
Y
(
⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−
)
.
Here, the target space is the space of Jacobi diagrams without strut component and
whose external vertices are colored by the finite set
⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉− := {1+, . . . , g+} ∪ {1−, . . . , g−}.
The multiplication in this space is defined by
D ⋆ E :=
Å
sum of all ways of gluing some of the i+-colored vertices of D
to some of the i−-colored vertices of E, for all i = 1, . . . , g
ã
.
This product was discovered in [25]. (See Section 5.)
Note that, in the definition of the LMO functor, the colors 1+, . . . , g+ refer to the
curves β1, . . . , βg (in the top surface of the cobordism) while the colors 1
−, . . . , g−
refer to the curves α1, . . . , αg (in the bottom surface of the cobordism). So, it is
natural to identify AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) with A(HQ) by simply changing the colors with
the rules j+ 7→ [βj ] and j
− 7→ [αj ]. Unfortunately, the multiplication on A(HQ)
corresponding to the multiplication ⋆ on AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) by that identification is
not Sp(HQ)-equivariant. Instead of that identification, we consider the map
κ : AY
(
⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−
)
−→ A(HQ)
defined by
κ(D) := (−1)χ(D)·
Å
sum of all ways of (×1/2)-gluing some i−-colored
vertices of D with some of its i+-colored vertices
∣∣∣∣ j+ 7→ βjj− 7→ αj
ã
.
Here, χ(D) is the Euler characteristic of a Jacobi diagramD, and a “(×1/2)-gluing”
means the gluing of two vertices and the multiplication of the resulting diagram by
1/2. It can be proved that κ is an isomorphism and that it sends the multiplication
⋆ of AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) to the multiplication ⋆ of A(HQ).
Definition 4.4. The LMO homomorphism is the monoid map
Z := κ ◦ Z˜Y : ICg,1 −→ A(HQ).
This invariant of homology cylinders is universal among Q-valued finite-type in-
variants [16, 36] (see Section 6 in this connection), and it takes group-like values.
Habegger defines from the LMO invariant another map ICg,1 → A(HQ) with the
same properties [30], but he does not address the multiplicativity issue.
We now consider the case of a closed surface. We think of Σg as the union of
Σg,1 with a closed disk D as we did in §2.4. It can be shown from Lemma 2.10 that,
if the target of the LMO functor is quotiented by some appropriate relations, then
it induces a functor on the category of cobordisms between closed surfaces. Those
relations in AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) are sent by the isomorphism κ to the Hopf ideal I
introduced at the end of §4.1.
Definition 4.5. The LMO homomorphism is the monoid map
Z := κ ◦ Z˜Y : ICg −→ ÙA(HQ).
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So, by construction, the following square is commutative:
ICg,1
Z //
Ù

A(HQ)

ICg
Z
// ÙA(HQ).
(4.2)
Of course, the invariant of homology cylinders Z : ICg → ÙA(HQ) depends on the
way Σg,1 is embedded on Σg (as well as on the choices of a Drinfeld associator and
a system of meridians and parallels on Σg,1).
Example 4.6 (Genus 0). We saw in Example 2.2 that the monoids IC0,1 and
IC0 can be identified with the monoid of homology 3-spheres. We have A(HQ) =ÙA(HQ) = A(∅) for g = 0 and, by construction, the LMO homomorphism Z coin-
cides in this case with the LMO invariant Ω.
4.3 The tree-reduction of the LMO homomorphism
A Jacobi diagram is looped if at least one of its connected components is not con-
tractible. The subspace of A(HQ) generated by looped Jacobi diagrams is an ideal,
so that we can consider the quotient Hopf algebra
At(HQ) := A(HQ)/〈looped Jacobi diagrams〉.
As a Q-vector space,At(HQ) can be identified with the subspace ofA(HQ) generated
by tree-shaped Jacobi diagrams. Thus, the composition
ICg,1
Z //
Zt
44❚ ❱ ❳ ❩ ❬ ❪ ❴ ❛ ❝ ❞ ❢
❤
GLikeA(HQ) // GLikeA
t(HQ)
is called the tree-reduction of the LMO homomorphism and is denoted by Zt. It
takes values in the group-like part of the Hopf algebra At(HQ).
Besides, provided we are given a symplectic expansion θ of π, we have the in-
finitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation defined in §3.4:
̺θ : ICg,1 −→ IAutω(LQ).
Here, we have restricted ̺θ to the monoid of homology cylinders, so that values are
taken in the group IAutω(LQ) of automorphisms of the complete free Lie algebra
LQ that induce the identity at the graded level and fix ω. The logarithmic series
defines a bijection
log◦ : IAutω(LQ)
≃
−→ Derω (LQ,LQ,≥2) , a 7−→
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1
n
· (a− Id)
n
between IAutω(LQ) and the Lie algebra Derω (LQ,LQ,≥2) of derivations of LQ that
vanish on ω and take values in LQ,≥2. This Lie algebra appears in Kontsevich’s
work [54, 55], where it is implicitly identified with the Lie algebra
At,c(HQ) := A
c(HQ)/〈connected looped Jacobi diagrams〉.
To recall that identification, let us observe that a derivation of LQ is determined by
its restriction to HQ. Hence we have an isomorphism
Der (LQ,LQ,≥2) ≃ Hom(HQ,LQ,≥2) ≃ HQ ⊗ LQ,≥2
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which restricts to an isomorphism
Derω (LQ,LQ,≥2) ≃ D≥3(HQ) = Ker ([, ] : HQ ⊗ LQ,≥2 −→ LQ,≥3) .
The corresponding Lie algebra structure of D(HQ) appears (with integral coeffi-
cients) in Morita’s work on the Johnson homomorphisms [74, 75]. It can be proved
[61] that the map
ηk : A
t,c
k (HQ)−→Dk+2(HQ), T 7−→
∑
v
color(v)⊗ comm(Tv)
is an isomorphism for all k ≥ 1. Here, the sum is over all external vertices v of T
and comm(Tv) is the iterated Lie bracket encoded by T “rooted” at v: we have, for
instance,
comm
(h1 h2 h3 h4
v
)
= [h1, [[h2, h3], h4]].
It is easily checked that the isomorphism
η : At,c(HQ)
≃
−→ D≥3(HQ) ≃ Derω (LQ,LQ,≥2)
is a Lie algebra map (which shifts the degree by 2).
We can now state an algebraico-topological description of the tree-reduction of
the LMO homomorphism.
Theorem 4.7 (See [68]). The LMO functor defines a symplectic expansion θ of π
such that the following diagram is commutative:
GLikeAt(HQ)
log⋆
≃
// At,c(HQ)
≃ η

ICg,1
Zt
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
̺θ ))
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
IAutω(LQ)
log◦
≃ // Derω (LQ,LQ,≥2) .
Thus, the tree-reduction of the LMO homomorphism encodes the action of ICg,1 on
the Malcev Lie algebra m(π). Since the infinitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation
(3.10) is injective on the mapping class group, we deduce the following.
Corollary 4.8 (See [16]). The LMO homomorphism is injective on Ig,1.
Theorem 4.7 is inspired by the work of Habegger and Masbaum [33] on the Kont-
sevich integral of string-links in D2× [−1, 1]. With the following correspondence in
mind, one sees that Theorem 4.7 is very close in spirit to their “global formula for
Milnor’s invariants”:
monoid of string-links monoid of homology cylinders
pure braid group Torelli group
Kontsevich integral LMO homomorphism
Milnor’s invariants total Johnson map
We can also deduce the following from Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 3.19. A similar
result was proved by Habegger in [30] for his LMO-type map ICg,1 → A(HQ).
Corollary 4.9 (See [16]). Let C ∈ ICg,1. The lowest degree non-trivial term of
Zt(C) ∈ At(HQ) coincides, via the isomorphism η, with the first non-trivial Johnson
homomorphism of C.
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More generally, it follows from Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 3.23 that the restriction
to Cg,1[k] of the degree [k, 2k[ truncation of Z
t corresponds (by an explicit isomor-
phism) to the k-th Morita homomorphism [68].
We now outline the case of a closed surface. Let It and It,c be the images of
the ideals I and Ic (introduced at the end of §4.1) in the Hopf algebra At(HQ)
and in the Lie algebra At,c(HQ), respectively. Thus, if we think of A
t,c(HQ) as the
subspace of A(HQ) generated by connected tree-shaped Jacobi diagrams, then the
subspace It,c is generated by those diagrams having an ω-colored vertex, as in (4.1).
We denote ÙAt(HQ) := At(HQ)/It and ÙAt,c(HQ) := At,c(HQ)/It,c.
The isomorphism η sends It,c to the ideal(
Der(LQ, 〈ω〉ideal) + (inner derivations of LQ)
)
∩Derω(LQ,LQ,≥2).
So, η induces an isomorphism from ÙAt,c(HQ) to the Lie algebra ODer ÄÛLQ, ÛLQ,≥2ä
of derivations of ÛLQ with values in ÛLQ,≥2, modulo inner derivations. Let IOutÄÛLQä
be the group of filtered automorphisms of ÛLQ that induce the identity at the graded
level, modulo inner automorphisms. The following is an application of Theorem 4.7
using the commutative squares (4.2) and (3.12).
Theorem 4.10. Let θ be the symplectic expansion of π defined from the LMO
functor in [68]. Then, the following diagram is commutative:
GLike
ÄÙAt(HQ)ä log⋆≃ // ÙAt,c(HQ)
≃ η

ICg
Zt
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
̺θ ))
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
IOut
ÄÛLQä
log◦
≃ // ODer
ÄÛLQ, ÛLQ,≥2ä .
Since the infinitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation (3.11) is injective on the map-
ping class group, we have the following application of Theorem 4.10.
Corollary 4.11. The LMO homomorphism is injective on Ig.
One can also deduce from Theorem 4.10 the analogue of Corollary 4.9 for Σg.
5 The Y -filtration on the monoid of homology cylinders
In this section, we consider the relation of Yk-equivalence among homology cylinders,
which is defined for every k ≥ 1 by surgery techniques. The Y -filtration is the
decreasing sequence of submonoids of IC(Σg,b) obtained by considering, for all k ≥
1, homology cylinders that are Yk-equivalent to Σg,b × [−1, 1]. In some respects,
this filtration is similar to the lower central series of the Torelli group I(Σg,b).
5.1 The Yk-equivalence relation
The lower central series is a fundamental tool in the study of groups. Much of the
structure of a residually nilpotent group is contained in the associated graded Lie
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ring of the lower central series. The family of Yk-equivalence relations of 3-manifolds
(k ≥ 1) plays the same role in 3-dimensional topology as lower central series. Those
equivalence relations, which we shall now recall, have been defined and studied by
Goussarov [28, 29] and the first author [35]. We shall follow the terminology of [35].
Let M be a compact oriented 3-manifold. A graph clasper in M is a compact,
connected surface C embedded in the interior of M , which is equipped with a
decomposition into the following types of subsurfaces: leaves, nodes and edges. A
leaf is an annulus, a node is a disc, and an edge is a band. Leaves and nodes are
called constituents. Each edge connects either two distinct constituents or connects
a node with itself. Any two distinct constituents are disjoint from each other. Each
leaf is incident with exactly one edge by one arc in the boundary. Each node is
either incident with three distinct edges or incident with two distinct edges, one of
which connects the node with itself. (Thus, in each case, the node is attached to the
edges along exactly three arcs in the boundary circle.) See Figure 4 for an example
of a graph clasper.
an edge
a node
a leaf
=
Figure 4. An example of graph clasper C ⊂ M with 3 nodes, 3 leaves and 6 edges.
(And how it is drawn with the blackboard framing convention.)
A tree clasper is a graph clasper C such that C \ (the leaves of C) is simply-
connected. The degree of a graph clasper C is defined to be the number of nodes
contained in C. A graph (respectively a tree) clasper of degree k is called a Yk-
graph (respectively a Yk-tree). For instance, Y0-graphs (which are also called “basic
claspers” or “I-claspers” in the literature) consist of only one edge and two leaves:
Surgery along a graph clasper C ⊂M is defined as follows. We first replace each
node with three leaves linking like the Borromean rings in the following way:
−→
Thus, we obtain a disjoint union of Y0-trees. Next, we replace each Y0-tree with a
2-component framed link as follows:
−→
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See Figure 5 for an example. Then, surgery along the graph clasper C is defined to
be the surgery along the framed link thus obtained in M . The resulting 3-manifold
is denoted by MC .
−→ −→
Figure 5. The framed link associated with a Y1-tree. (Blackboard framing conven-
tion is used here.)
Calculus of claspers is developed in [29, 35, 22], in the sense that some spe-
cific moves between graph claspers are shown to produce by surgery homeomorphic
3-manifolds. In fact, one can regard a node in a graph clasper as a commutator
morphism for a Hopf algebra object in the category Cob of 3-dimensional cobor-
disms introduced in [18, 51]. More general definition of claspers involves another
kind of constituents called “boxes” which corresponds to multiplication and comul-
tiplication for that Hopf algebra object. In this way, calculus of claspers can be
regarded as a topological commutator calculus in 3-manifolds. We refer to [35] for
precise statements.
Example 5.1. One of the simplest moves in calculus of claspers consists in cutting
an edge of a graph clasper and inserting a Hopf link of two leaves:
←→
edge
(5.1)
This (called “Move 2” in [35]) can be deduced from the “slam dunk” move (2.5).
A Yk-surgery on a compact oriented 3-manifold M is defined to be the surgery
along some Yk-graph inM . The Yk-equivalence is the equivalence relation generated
by Yk-surgeries and orientation-preserving homeomorphisms preserving the bound-
ary parameterization. Considering 3-manifolds up to Yk-equivalence is something
like considering elements in a group up to multiplication by iterated commutators
of class k.
Example 5.2 (Degree 1). A Y1-surgery is equivalent to the “Borromean surgery”
introduced by Matveev in [70]. It is proved there that two closed connected ori-
ented 3-manifolds are Borromean surgery equivalent, or Y1-equivalent, if and only
if there is an isomorphism of first homology groups for these two 3-manifolds which
induces an isomorphism of torsion linking pairings. The Y1-surgeries are used in
the definition of finite-type invariants of 3-manifolds in the sense of Goussarov and
the first author [28, 35].
Calculus of claspers can be used to prove general properties for the Yk-surgery
and the Yk-equivalence. For instance, we deduce from (5.1) that surgeries along
Yk-trees suffice to generate the Yk-equivalence. Let us give two more examples.
Proposition 5.3. If 1 ≤ k ≤ l, then Yl-equivalence implies Yk-equivalence.
This fact follows from “Move 9” in [35]. Thus, the Yk-equivalence gets finer and
finer as k increases. It is conjectured that two 3-manifolds are orientation-preserving
homeomorphic if and only if they are Y∞-equivalent (i.e. Yk-equivalent for all k ≥ 1).
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As mentioned in Example 5.2, a Y1-surgery preserves the homology (hence so do
Yk-surgeries for k ≥ 1). More generally, we have the following important property.
Proposition 5.4. If two 3-manifolds M and M ′ are related by a Yk-surgery, then
there is a canonical isomorphism
π1(M)/Γk+1π1(M) ≃ π1(M
′)/Γk+1π1(M
′)
between the k-th nilpotent quotient of π1(M) and that of π1(M
′).
This is another illustration of the fact that a Yk-graph can be interpreted as an
iterated commutator of length k + 1.
5.2 Yk-equivalence and homology cylinders
Let us now specialize the Yk-equivalence relations to the class of homology cylinders.
The following statement gives a characterization of homology cylinders in terms of
Y1-equivalence.
Proposition 5.5 (See [35]). A cobordism M of the surface Σg,b is Y1-equivalent to
Σg,b × [−1, 1] if and only if M is a homology cylinder.
This surgery characterization of IC(Σg,b) is proved in [30, 69], and it is deduced in
[67] from a result by Matveev [70]. (See Example 5.2 in this connection.) It can
be used to prove results about homology cylinders by considering, first, the case of
the trivial cylinder Σg,b × [−1, 1] and by studying, next, how things change under
Y1-surgery. For instance, Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.10 can be proved in
that way.
For all k ≥ 1, we define a submonoid of IC(Σg,b) by
YkIC(Σg,b) := {M : M is Yk-equivalent to Σg,b × [−1, 1]} .
Thus, by Proposition 5.3, we get a decreasing sequence of monoids
IC(Σg,b) = Y1IC(Σg,b) ⊃ Y2IC(Σg,b) ⊃ Y3IC(Σg,b) ⊃ · · ·
which is called the Y -filtration. For b = 0 and b = 1, it is finer than the Johnson
filtration:
∀k ≥ 1, YkICg,1 ⊂ Cg,1[k] and ∀k ≥ 1, YkICg ⊂ Cg[k], (5.2)
as follows readily from Proposition 5.4.
It is easy to see that, for all k ≥ 1, the set IC(Σg,b)/Yk forms a monoid, with
submonoid YiIC(Σg,b)/Yk for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In fact we have the following.
Theorem 5.6 (See [28, 35]). For all k ≥ 1, the monoid IC(Σg,b)/Yk is a finitely-
generated, nilpotent group. Moreover, the submonoids YiIC(Σg,b)/Yk for 1 ≤ i ≤ k
are subgroups and satisfy[
YiIC(Σg,b)/Yk , YjIC(Σg,b)/Yk
]
⊂ Ymin(i+j,k)IC(Σg,b)/Yk.
In particular, YiIC(Σg,b)/Yk is abelian if k/2 ≤ i ≤ k.
We use claspers in this proof. The structure of the finitely-generated abelian group
YiIC(Σg,b)/Yi+1 is discussed in Section 6 for b = 0 and b = 1.
Theorem 5.6 suggests to complete the monoid IC(Σg,b) as follows:
ÎC(Σg,b) := lim←−
k→∞
IC(Σg,b)/Yk.
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This is a group by Theorem 5.6, which is called the group of homology cylinders.
For all i ≥ 1, we also set
YiÎC(Σg,b) := lim←−
k→∞
YiIC(Σg,b)/Yk,
to obtain a decreasing sequence of subgroups
ÎC(Σg,b) = Y1ÎC(Σg,b) ⊃ Y2ÎC(Σg,b) ⊃ Y3ÎC(Σg,b) ⊃ · · ·
This is an N -series by Theorem 5.6, i.e. we have
∀i, j ≥ 1,
î
YiÎC(Σg,b), Yj ÎC(Σg,b)
ó
⊂ Yi+j ÎC(Σg,b).
It is conjectured that the canonical map IC(Σg,b) → ÎC(Σg,b) is injective, which
would imply that the Y -filtration on IC(Σg,b) is separating. According to [67],
this injectivity is equivalent to the fact that finite-type invariants (in the sense of
Goussarov and the first author) distinguish homology cylinders.
5.3 Yk-equivalence and the Torelli group
The Yk-equivalence can be defined also in terms of cut-and-paste operations. More
precisely, we call a Torelli surgery of class k the operation which consists in cutting
a 3-manifold M along a compact, connected, oriented surface Σ ⊂ M , and in re-
gluing with an element of the k-th lower central series subgroup ΓkI(Σ) of the
Torelli group. It is easily seen that we can restrict in that definition either to closed
surfaces Σ which bound handlebodies, or to surfaces Σ with a single boundary
component.
Theorem 5.7 (See [35]). Let k ≥ 1. Two compact oriented 3-manifolds are Yk-
equivalent if and only if they are related by a Torelli surgery of class k.
We refer to [67] for a proof. Since the Torelli group of Σg,b is residually nilpotent
(at least for b = 0 and b = 1), Theorem 5.7 somehow supports the conjecture that
the Y∞-equivalence could separate 3-manifolds.
Example 5.8 (Degree 1). An element of I(Σg,b) is called a BP (bounding pair)
map if it is represented by a pair of Dehn twists along two co-bounding simple
closed curves in Σg,b, where the direction of the Dehn twists are opposite to each
other. Johnson proved that if g ≥ 3 then I(Σg) is generated by genus 1 BP maps
[43]. Besides, the Torelli surgery defined by a genus 1 BP map is equivalent to a
Y1-surgery as shown in Figure 6. (See [67] for instance.) These two facts prove
Theorem 5.7 in the case k = 1.
←→
right
Dehn twist
left
Dehn twist
Figure 6. The mapping cylinder of the BP map defined by the boundary curves of
Σ1,2 can be obtained from Σ1,2 × [−1, 1] by a Y1-surgery.
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By Theorem 5.7, we have the following.
Corollary 5.9. For all k ≥ 1 and for all f ∈ ΓkI(Σg,b), the mapping cylin-
der c(f) is Yk-equivalent to the trivial cylinder Σg,b × [−1, 1]. Therefore, the map
c : I(Σg,b)→ IC(Σg,b) is a morphism of filtered monoids, i.e.,we have
c(ΓkI(Σg,b)) ⊂ YkIC(Σg,b)
for all integer k ≥ 1.
Let us now assume that b = 0 or b = 1. Then, we have three filtrations on the
Torelli group: the lower central series, the restriction of the Y -filtration and the
Johnson filtration. They are related in the following way:
∀k ≥ 1, ΓkI(Σg,b) ⊂ c
−1 (YkIC(Σg,b)) ⊂M(Σg,b)[k]. (5.3)
In the case b = 1, a “stable” version of the lower central series can also be defined.
For this, we fix surface inclusions Σ0,1 ⊂ Σ1,1 ⊂ Σ2,1 ⊂ · · · , which induce a sequence
of group injections
I0,1 // // I1,1 // // I2,1 // // · · ·
Thus, the Torelli group Ig,1 can be regarded as a subgroup of the direct limit of
groups lim
−→h
Ih,1. Then, we define
∀k ≥ 1, Γstabk Ig,1 := Ig,1 ∩ Γklim−→
h→∞
Ih,1 = Ig,1 ∩ lim−→
h→∞
ΓkIh,1.
We can similarly define a “stable” version of the Y -filtration on ICg,1 by
∀k ≥ 1, Y stabk ICg,1 := ICg,1 ∩ lim−→
h→∞
YkICh,1
where ICg,1 is regarded as a submonoid of the monoid lim−→h
ICh,1. However, it can
be proved that Y stabk ICg,1 = YkICg,1 for all k ≥ 1 [36]. Therefore, the stable lower
central series of Ig,1 sits between the lower central series and the restriction of the
Y -filtration in the hierarchy (5.3).
Conjecture 5.10. The lower central series of the Torelli group Ig,1 stably coincides
with the restriction of the Y -filtration, i.e. we have
∀k ≥ 1, Γstabk Ig,1 = c
−1 (YkICg,1) .
(See also Problem 6.2 in this connection.)
6 The Lie ring of homology cylinders
In this section, we consider the graded Lie ring induced by the Y -filtration of
IC(Σg,b), and we discuss its relation with the graded Lie ring induced by the lower
central series of I(Σg,b). When b = 0 or b = 1, this graded Lie ring can be computed
with rational coefficients, using the LMO homomorphism (Section 4) and claspers
(Section 5). Besides, the degree 1 part can be completely described in terms of a
few invariants.
6.1 Definition of the Lie ring of homology cylinders
Recall that an N -series F on a group G is a decreasing sequence G = F1G ⊃
F2G ⊃ F3G ⊃ · · · of subgroups of G such that [FiG,FjG] ⊂ Fi+jG for all i, j ≥ 1.
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Following Lazard [57], we define the graded Lie ring induced by F as the graded
abelian group
GrF G :=
⊕
i≥1
FiG
Fi+1G
with the Lie bracket defined by[
{gi}, {gj}
]
:= {[gi, gj]} ∈ Fi+jG/Fi+j+1G
on homogeneous elements {gi} ∈ FiG/Fi+1G and {gj} ∈ FjG/Fj+1G. (One can
check that the pairing is well-defined and satisfies the axioms of a Lie bracket using
the Hall–Witt identities.) For instance, this construction is well-known when F = Γ
is the lower central series of G, and we have already met it in the previous sections
for the free group.
Let us come back to the compact connected oriented surface Σg,b. According to
§5.2, we can apply the previous construction, for all k ≥ 1, to the group IC(Σg,b)/Yk
equipped with the Y -filtration. We then obtain the following construction [35].
Definition 6.1. The Lie ring of homology cylinders is the graded Lie ring
GrY IC(Σg,b) :=
⊕
i≥1
YiIC(Σg,b)/Yi+1.
Since the mapping cylinder construction sends the lower central series to the
Y -filtration (Corollary 5.9), it induces a map at the graded level:
Gr c : GrΓ I(Σg,b) −→ Gr
Y IC(Σg,b).
The map Gr c is at the heart of the interactions between mapping class groups and
finite-type invariants of 3-manifolds.
Problem 6.2. Determine whether Gr c is injective, and characterize its image.
This problem is difficult to solve in general. We shall review, in the following
subsections, some pieces of answer. As a preliminary remark, let us observe that
the representation theory of the symplectic group may help. Indeed, we have the
following lemma, which will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 6.3. For b = 0 and b = 1, the conjugation action of M(Σg,b) on itself and
on C(Σg,b) induces an action of the symplectic group Sp(H) on Gr
Γ I(Σg,b) and on
GrY IC(Σg,b), respectively. Moreover, the map Gr c is Sp(H)-equivariant.
Proof. The conjugation action of M(Σg,b) on C(Σg,b) is defined by
M(Σg,b)× C(Σg,b) ∋ (f,M) 7−→ c(f) ◦M ◦ c(f
−1) ∈ C(Σg,b)
and, clearly, it preserves the submonoid ICg,b. The Yi-equivalence being generated
by surgeries along Yi-graphs, this action also preserves the submonoid YiIC(Σg,b) of
IC(Σg,b). Therefore, the group M(Σg,b) acts on Gr
Y C(Σg,b). But, we also deduce
from Theorem 5.6 that
∀f ∈ I(Σg,b), ∀M ∈ YiIC(Σg,b), c(f) ◦M ◦ c(f
−1) ∼Yi+1 M.
So, the action of M(Σg,b) on Gr
Y C(Σg,b) factorizes to M(Σg,b)/I(Σg,b) ≃ Sp(H).
The action of Sp(H) on GrΓ I(Σg,b) is similarly defined, and the Sp(H)-equivariance
of Gr c is then obvious.
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One way to simplify the study of the Lie ring of homology cylinders is to consider
it with rational coefficients:
GrY IC(Σg,b)⊗Q =
⊕
i≥1
YiIC(Σg,b)
Yi+1
⊗Q.
This Lie algebra is computed in the next subsection for b = 0 and b = 1.
6.2 The Lie algebra of homology cylinders
We start with the case of a bordered surface Σg,1. The following Q-vector space
was introduced in [35].
A<(HQ) :=
Q ·
ß
Jacobi diagrams without strut component, and with
external vertices colored by HQ and totally ordered
™
AS, IHX, multilinearity, STU-like
.
The AS, IHX and multilinearity relations are as defined in §4.1. The “STU-like”
relation is defined as follows:
= ω(x, y)·
x y y x
−
< <· · · < · · · << · · · < · · ·
(Recall that ω : HQ×HQ → Q denotes the intersection pairing.) The space A
<(HQ)
can be equipped with a multiplication <⊔ : the product D
<
⊔E of two Jacobi diagrams
D and E is defined as their disjoint union D ⊔ E, the external vertices of E being
considered as “higher” than those of D. The identity element is the empty diagram
∅. Similarly to A(HQ), the space A
<(HQ) can also be given a comultiplication, a
counit and an antipode so that A<(HQ) is a Hopf algebra. The obvious action of
Sp(HQ) on A
<(HQ) preserves all this structure. The Hopf algebra A
<(HQ) can be
regarded as a “non-symmetric” version of A(HQ).
Proposition 6.4 (See [36]). The “symmetrization” map χ : A(HQ) → A
<(HQ)
defined, for all Jacobi diagrams D with e external vertices, by
χ(D) :=
1
e!
· (sum of all ways of ordering the e external vertices of D)
is a Hopf algebra isomorphism and is Sp(HQ)-equivariant.
This is similar to the fact that, for a symplectic vector space (V, s), the “symmetriza-
tion” map defines a linear isomorphism between the symmetric algebra generated
by V , and the Weyl algebra defined by (V, s). Thus, the multiplication ⋆ on A(HQ)
defined in §4.1 can be regarded as a diagrammatic analogue of the Moyal–Weyl
product on S(V ). This analogy can be made explicit by considering “weight sys-
tems” associated to quadratic Lie algebras [36].
The primitive part of A<(HQ) is the subspace spanned by connected Jacobi
diagrams, which we denote by A<,c(HQ). Equipped with the Lie bracket [, ]<
⊔
, this
is a Lie algebra. Of course, A<,c(HQ) is isomorphic to A
c(HQ) but, from the point
of view of calculus of claspers, the former is more natural than the latter.
Theorem 6.5 (See [35]). Surgery along graph claspers defines a canonical map
ψ : A<,c(HQ) −→ Gr
Y ICg,1 ⊗Q
of graded Lie algebras, which is surjective and Sp(H)-equivariant.
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Sketch of the proof. The map ψ sends each connected Jacobi diagramD ∈ A<,c(HQ)
to the 3-manifold obtained from the trivial cylinder Σg,1 × [−1, 1] by surgery along
a graph clasper C(D) obtained from D as follows:
• Thicken D to an oriented surface using the vertex-orientation of D (vertices
are thickened to disks, and edges to bands). Cut a smaller disk in the interior
of each disk that has been produced from an external vertex of D. This
leads to an oriented compact surface S(D), decomposed into disks, bands and
annuli (corresponding to internal vertices, edges and external vertices of D
respectively). Use the induced orientation on ∂S(D) to orient the cores of the
annuli.
• Next, embed S(D) into the interior of Σg,1 × [−1, 1] in such a way that each
annulus of S(D) represents in HQ the color of the corresponding external
vertex of D. Moreover, the annuli should be in disjoint “horizontal slices” of
Σg,1× [−1, 1] and their “vertical height” along [−1, 1] should respect the total
ordering of the external vertices of D. Such an embedding defines a graph
clasper C(D) in Σg,1 × [−1, 1].
That ψ is well-defined and surjective can be shown by using claspers [35, 29, 22]. By
using the same techniques, one can also check that ψ is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
See also [25], [21] and [30] for similar constructions.
To check the Sp(H)-equivariance of ψ, consider an F ∈ Sp(H) and an f ∈Mg,1
such that f∗ = F . Then, the image of C(D) by the homeomorphism f × Id of
Σg,1 × [−1, 1] can play the role of C(F · D). So, the class ψ(F · D) is represented
by the cobordism
(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])(f×Id)(C(D)) = c(f) ◦ (Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C(D) ◦ c(f
−1)
and we conclude that ψ(F ·D) = F · ψ(D).
Remark 6.6. The algebra A<(HQ) can also be defined with integral coefficients,
which results in a ring A<(H). In degree > 1, the surgery map ψ also exists with
integral coefficients, and the resulting map ψ : A<,c≥2 (H)→ Gr
Y
≥2 ICg,1 is surjective.
The degree 1 case is special, and this is the subject of §6.3.
The Lie algebra of homology cylinders can now be described in a diagrammatic
way. A similar result is proved by Habegger in [30], but just for vector spaces
(disregarding Lie algebra structures).
Theorem 6.7 (See [16, 36]). The LMO homomorphism Z : ICg,1 → A(HQ) induces
a map GrZ : GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q→ A
c(HQ) at the graded level. Moreover, we have the
following commutative triangle in the category of graded Lie algebras with Sp(HQ)-
actions:
GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q
GrZ
≃
// Ac(HQ)
χ≃

A<,c(HQ)
ψ
≃
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
Since the definition of the surgery map ψ has not required prior choices, it follows
from this diagram that the map GrZ is canonical. In particular, it does not depend
on the choice of the Drinfeld associator, nor on the system of meridians and parallels
(α, β) which has been fixed on the surface Σg,1 (see Figure 2).
Sketch of the proof. Recall from §4.2 that, from the viewpoint of the LMO homo-
morphism Z, the natural space to work with is AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) since Z was de-
fined as Z = κ ◦ Z˜Y and Z˜Y takes values in this space. An explicit formula for
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χ−1 (see [36]) shows that the isomorphism κ : AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) → A(HQ) can be
decomposed as
AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−)
ϕ
≃
// A<(−HQ)
s
≃
// A<(HQ)
χ−1
≃
// A(HQ).
Here, the space A<(−HQ) is defined exactly as A
<(HQ) except that the symplectic
form −ω replaces ω in the STU-like relation; the map ϕ sends a Jacobi diagram E
to the diagram E′ obtained by changing the colors with the rules i− 7→ [αi] and
i+ 7→ [βi] and by declaring that every i
−-colored vertex is lower than any i+-colored
vertex; finally the map s is simply defined by s(D) = (−1)χ(D) ·D for any Jacobi
diagram D with Euler characteristic χ(D).
LetM ∈ ICg,1 and let C be a graph clasper inM of degree v ≥ 1. A computation
of the LMO invariants [16] shows that the infinite sum of Jacobi diagrams Z˜Y (M)−
Z˜Y (MC) starts in degree v. Therefore, Z˜
Y induces a map
Gr Z˜Y : GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q −→ A
Y
(
⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−
)
which sends {M} ∈ YvICg,1/Yv+1 to the degree v part of Z˜
Y (M). Thus, Z induces
a map GrZ : GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q→ A(HQ) in the same way.
Let E ∈ AY (⌊g⌉+ ∪ ⌊g⌉−) be a connected Jacobi diagram having v internal
vertices, and e internal edges. This diagram E has a topological realization C(E),
which is the topological realization C(E′) of E′ defined in the proof of Theorem
6.5. A more accurate computation of the LMO invariants [16] shows that
Z˜Y (Σg,1 × [−1, 1])− Z˜
Y
(
(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C(E)
)
= (−1)v+e+1 ·E + (deg > v).
Since v − e is the Euler characteristic of E, this identity is equivalent to
sϕZ˜Y
(
(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C(E′)
)
−∅ = E′ + (deg > v).
We deduce that GrZ ◦ ψ = χ−1. It follows from the surjectivity of ψ and the
bijectivity of χ that both ψ and GrZ are isomorphisms, and that GrZ takes values
in Ac(HQ).
Finally, since ψ is Sp(H)-equivariant, the natural action of Sp(HQ) on A
<,c(HQ)
can be transported by the isomorphism ψ to an action on GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q, which is
compatible with the action of Sp(H) given by Lemma 6.3. The maps ψ and χ are
then Sp(HQ)-equivariant, and so is GrZ.
We now consider the mapping cylinder construction at the graded level and with
rational coefficients:
Gr c⊗Q : GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q −→ Gr
Y ICg,1 ⊗Q.
On one hand, the target has the diagrammatic description given by Theorem 6.7.
On the other hand, the source has been computed by Hain as we shall now recall.
For g ≥ 3, the degree 1 part of GrΓ Ig,1⊗Q has been computed by Johnson [49]: the
first Johnson homomorphism τ1 induces an isomorphism between (Ig,1/Γ2Ig,1)⊗Q
and Λ3HQ. Since Gr
Γ Ig,1⊗Q is generated by its degree 1 part, we get a surjective
Lie algebra map
J : L
(
Λ3HQ
)
−→ GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q
defined on the free Lie algebra generated by Λ3HQ. This map provides a quadratic
or a cubic presentation of the Lie algebra GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q.
Theorem 6.8 (Hain [37]). The ideal of relations
R(Ig,1) =
⊕
i≥1
Ri(Ig,1) := KerJ
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is generated by R2(Ig,1) if g ≥ 6, and by R2(Ig,1) + R3(Ig,1) if g = 3, 4, 5.
Let Y : L(Λ3HQ)→ A
c(HQ) be the Lie algebra map defined, in degree 1, by
Y : x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 7−→
x1
x2 x3
.
According to Corollary 4.9, the degree 1 part of GrZ coincides with τ1 by the
identification Λ3HQ ≃ A
c
1(HQ) = A
t,c
1 (HQ) observed in Example 4.1. Therefore,
the following diagram commutes in degree 1 and, so, commutes in any degree:
GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q
// GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q
GrZ

L(Λ3HQ)/R(Ig,1)
J ≃
OO
Y
// Ac(HQ)
ψ◦χ≃
ZZ
(6.1)
Here, the arrows J and Y denote quotients of the maps J and Y respectively.
All maps are Lie algebra homomorphisms and are Sp(HQ)-equivariant. Together
with Theorem 6.8, the commutative square (6.1) gives an algebraic description of
Gr c⊗Q. This is a way of tackling Problem 6.2.
For instance, Problem 6.2 can be solved in degree 2 and with rational coefficients.
On one hand, the quadratic relations of the Lie algebra GrΓ Ig,1⊗Q can be computed
using the representation theory of the symplectic group.
Proposition 6.9 (Hain [37], Habegger–Sorger [34]). If g ≥ 3, then the Sp(HQ)-
module R2(Ig,1) is spanned by the following elements r1, r2 of L2(Λ
3HQ):
r1 :=
®
[α1 ∧ α2 ∧ β2, α3 ∧ α4 ∧ β4] if g ≥ 4,
0 if g = 3,
r2 := [α1 ∧ α2 ∧ β2, αg ∧ ω] if g ≥ 3.
On the other hand, we have the following description of the Lie bracket of Ac(HQ)
in degree 1 + 1, which is also obtained using the representation theory of Sp(HQ).
Proposition 6.10 (See [36]). Let g ≥ 3. The image of Y2 : L2(Λ
3HQ)→ A
c
2(HQ)
is the subspace spanned by the Theta graph and by the H graphs. Moreover, its
kernel is Sp(HQ)-spanned by r1, r2.
It follows from those two propositions and from the commutative square (6.1) that
Gr c⊗Q is injective in degree 2. We also deduce that Gr c⊗Q is not surjective: Phi
graphs are missing to the image. This is a diagrammatic translation of Morita’s re-
sults [72, 73]: the quotient (Γ2Ig,1/Γ3Ig,1)⊗Q is determined by the second Johnson
homomorphism (which corresponds to the H graphs) and by the Casson invariant
(which corresponds to the Theta graph).
We now outline the case of a closed surface Σg. Let I
<,c be the subspace of
A<,c(HQ) spanned by sums of connected Jacobi diagrams of the form
g∑
i=1
=:
ωαi
< < · · · < · · ·
βi
where only the lowest external vertices are shown. This is an ideal of the Lie algebra
A<,c(HQ) which corresponds by χ
−1 to the ideal Ic introduced in §4.1. Thus, we
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can consider the quotient Lie algebraÙA<,c(HQ) := A<,c(HQ)/I<,c.
Similarly to the bordered case, surgery along graph claspers defines a canonical map
ψ : ÙA<,c(HQ) −→ GrY ICg ⊗Q
of graded Lie algebras which is surjective and Sp(H)-equivariant [35, 36]. Further-
more, if the surface Σg is regarded as the union of Σg,1 with a closed disk D, then
there is the LMO homomorphism Z : ICg → ÙA(HQ). The following is deduced from
(4.2) and Theorem 6.7.
Theorem 6.11 (See [36]). The LMO homomorphism Z : ICg → ÙA(HQ) induces a
map GrZ : GrY ICg ⊗ Q → ÙAc(HQ) at the graded level. Moreover, the following
prism in the category of graded Lie algebras with Sp(HQ)-actions is commutative:
A<,c(HQ) // //
≃
ψ
ww♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
ÙA<,c(HQ)
≃
ψ
ww♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
GrY ICg,1 ⊗Q
GrZ ≃

Û
// // GrY ICg ⊗Q
GrZ ≃

Ac(HQ) // //
≃
χ
HH
ÙAc(HQ)
≃
χ
HH
It follows from this diagram that the mapÛ : GrY ICg,1⊗Q→ GrY ICg⊗Q depends
only on the map H1(Σg,1;Q)→ H1(Σg;Q) induced by the inclusion Σg,1 ⊂ Σg. (By
Remark 6.6, the same observation holds with integral coefficients.)
In the closed case, too, the map Gr c⊗Q has an algebraic description obtained
by combining Hain’s results [37] to Theorem 6.11. For g ≥ 3, the first Johnson
homomorphism induces an isomorphism between (Ig/Γ2Ig)⊗Q and Λ
3HQ/ω∧HQ,
hence a Lie algebra surjective map
J : L
(
Λ3HQ/ω ∧HQ
)
−→ GrΓ Ig ⊗Q.
The analogue of Theorem 6.8 holds in the closed case as well [37]: depending on the
genus g, the ideal of relations R(Ig) := KerJ is quadratic or cubic. In this context,
we have the following commutative diagram in the category of Lie algebras with
Sp(HQ)-actions:
GrΓ Ig ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q
// GrY ICg ⊗Q
GrZ

L(Λ3HQ/ω ∧HQ)/R(Ig)
J ≃
OO
Y
// ÙAc(HQ)
ψ◦χ≃
ZZ
(6.2)
Thanks to this diagram, Problem 6.2 can be solved in degree 2 and for rational
coefficients. Again, representation theory of the symplectic group is the key tool
for computations. Thus, Hain proved in [37] that, for g ≥ 3, the degree 2 part of
R(Ig) is Sp(HQ)-spanned by the class of the element r1 defined in Proposition 6.9.
At the diagrammatic level, we need to consider the Lie bracket of ÙAc(HQ) in degree
1 + 1 or, equivalently, the map
Y2 : L2
(
Λ3HQ/ω ∧HQ
)
−→ ÙAc2(HQ) = Ac2(HQ)/Ic2 .
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Observe that the subspace Ic2 is spanned by elements of the form
ω
y x
−
ω(x, y)
4
· , ∀x, y ∈ HQ.
It can be deduced from Proposition 6.10 that the image of Y2 is the subspace
generated by (the classes of) the Theta graph and the H graphs, and that the
kernel of Y2 is Sp(HQ)-spanned by the class of r1 [36]. It follows that Gr c ⊗ Q is
injective in degree 2 but, like in the bordered case, it is not surjective.
6.3 The degree 1 part of the Lie ring of homology cylinders
We now compute the abelian group IC(Σg,b)/Y2 for b = 0 and b = 1 [35, 69],
and we relate this to the abelianization of I(Σg,b) due to Johnson [49]. For this,
we need some homomorphisms introduced by Birman and Craggs [12] which are
derived from the Rochlin invariant of spin 3-manifolds.
We consider first the case of Σg,1. The reader is referred to [71] or [52] for
an introduction to spin structures. The Rochlin invariant of a closed connected
oriented 3-manifold M equipped with a spin structure σ is defined as
RM (σ) := sgn(W ) mod 16
where sgn(W ) is the signature of a compact connected oriented smooth 4-manifold
W which is bounded by M and to which σ can be extended. That RM (σ) ∈
Z16 is well-defined follows from Rochlin’s theorem and Novikov’s additivity of the
signature — see [52]. We need two facts about the Rochlin function of M
RM : Spin(M) −→ Z16.
First, it is trivial modulo 8 if H1(M) is torsion-free [14] and, second, it is a cubic
function with respect to the affine action of H1(M ;Z2) on Spin(M) [94]. More
precisely, Turaev proved that the 3-rd derivative of RM at a point σ ∈ Spin(M)
d3σ RM : H
1(M ;Z2)×H
1(M ;Z2)×H
1(M ;Z2) −→ Z16
which, by definition, sends (x1, x2, x3) to
RM (σ) −
∑
1≤i≤3
RM (σ + ~xi) +
∑
1≤i<j≤3
RM (σ + ~xi + ~xj)−RM (σ + ~x1 + ~x2 + ~x3)
does not depend on σ and coincides with the mod 2 triple-cup product form:
d3σ RM (x1, x2, x3) = 8 · 〈x1 ∪ x2 ∪ x3, [M ]〉 ∈ Z16. (6.3)
Let C ∈ ICg,1 and consider the closed oriented 3-manifold C defined in §2.3. The
inclusion c± : Σg,1 → C ⊂ C gives an isomorphism c
∗ : H1(C;Z2) → H
1(Σg,1;Z2)
in cohomology and, so, it induces an affine isomorphism c∗ : Spin(C)→ Spin(Σg,1).
Spin structures on Σg,1 can be described in the following algebraic way. Let
Q :=
¶
H ⊗ Z2
q
−→ Z2 : ∀x, y ∈ H ⊗ Z2, q(x+ y)− q(x)− q(y) = ω(x, y) mod 2
©
be the set of quadratic forms whose polar form is the intersection pairing mod 2.
This is an affine space over the Z2-vector space H ⊗ Z2, the action being given by
∀x ∈ H ⊗ Z2, ∀q ∈ Q, q + ~x := q + ω(x, ).
As observed by Atiyah [4] and Johnson [45], there is a canonical bijection
Spin(Σg,1)
≃
−→ Q, σ 7−→ qσ (6.4)
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which is affine over the isomorphism H1(Σg,1;Z2) ≃ H1(Σg,1;Z2) induced by ω.
For any simple oriented closed curve γ ⊂ Σg,1, the quadratic form qσ sends [γ] to
the cobordism class of (γ, σ|γ) in Ω
Spin
1 ≃ Z2. In the sequel, we denote by B≤d the
space of polynomial functions Spin(Σg,1)→ Z2 of degree ≤ d.
Definition 6.12. The Birman–Craggs homomorphism is the map
β : ICg,1 −→ B≤3
which sends a C ∈ ICg,1 to the cubic function
1
8RC ◦ c
∗,−1.
The Birman–Craggs homomorphism was originally defined (for the Torelli group)
as a collection of many homomorphisms derived from the Rochlin invariant of ho-
mology 3-spheres [12]. Those homomorphisms were further studied by Johnson,
who noticed that they are naturally indexed by spin structures of the surface and
can be unified into a single map β : Ig,1 → B≤3 [46]. The idea of defining β using
the mapping torus construction is due to Turaev [94].
The fact that β is indeed a monoid homomorphism can be deduced from the
following variation formula.
Proposition 6.13. Let N be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold. Given a
cobordism C ∈ ICg,1 and an embedding j : Σg,1 → N , consider the 3-manifold N
′
obtained by “cutting” N along j and by “inserting” C. Then, there is a canonical
bijection σ 7→ σ′ between Spin(N) and Spin(N ′), such that
RN ′(σ
′)−RN (σ) = 8 · β(C)(j
∗(σ)) ∈ Z16. (6.5)
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.13, we denote by J the surface j(Σg,1) in
N . The 3-manifold N ′ is then defined as
N ′ := (N \ int (J × [−1, 1])) ∪j′◦c−1 C (6.6)
where J × [−1, 1] denotes a closed regular neighborhood of J in N and j′ is the
restriction to the boundary of j × Id : Σg,1 × [−1, 1] → J × [−1, 1]. Given σ ∈
Spin(N), we can restrict it to the boundary of J × [−1, 1] and pull-back by j′
to j′∗(σ) ∈ Spin (∂(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])). Next, by pull-back with the homeomorphism
c−1 : ∂C → ∂(Σg,1 × [−1, 1]), we get a spin structure c
−1,∗j′∗(σ) on ∂C.
Claim. The restriction map Spin(C) → Spin(∂C) is injective and,
for all α ∈ Spin(∂C), α comes from Spin(C) if and only if we have
c∗+(α) = c
∗
−(α) ∈ Spin(Σg,1).
The injectivity of Spin(C)→ Spin(∂C) follows from the injectivity of the homomor-
phismH1(C;Z2)→ H
1(∂C;Z2) induced by the inclusion. To prove the equivalence,
we observe that (c∗+, c
∗
−) defines an isomorphism between H
1(∂C;Z2) and the direct
sum of two copies of H1(Σg,1;Z2), which sends the image of H
1(C;Z2) to the diago-
nal. So, thanks to the affine actions, it suffices to prove the necessary condition. Let
η ∈ Spin(C). The quadratic forms qc∗
+
(η) and qc∗
−
(η) are equal since, for all simple
oriented closed curve γ ⊂ Σg,1, we can find a compact oriented surface S properly
embedded in C with boundary c+(γ) ∪ (−c−(γ)). So, by the correspondence (6.4),
the two spin structures c∗+(η) and c
∗
−(η) of Σg,1 coincide.
The above claim shows that c−1,∗j′∗(σ) ∈ Spin(∂C) extends to a unique spin
structure on C. Since the gluing locus in (6.6) is connected, we can define by gluing
the following spin structure on N ′:
σ′ := σ|N\int(J×[−1,1]) ∪j′◦c−1
(
extension of c−1,∗j′∗(σ)
)
.
The map Spin(N)→ Spin(N ′) defined by σ 7→ σ′ is bijective, since it is affine over
the isomorphismH1(N ;Z2)→ H
1(N ′;Z2) obtained by a Mayer–Vietoris argument.
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Let W be a compact connected oriented smooth 4-manifold with boundary N
and to which σ can be extended. Also, let X be a compact connected oriented
smooth 4-manifold bounded by C and to which c∗,−1j∗(σ) can be extended. As in
the proof of Proposition 3.13, we think of C as the gluing
C = C ∪c −(Σg,1 × [−1, 1]).
Then, regarding X as a kind of “generalized” handle, we can glue it to W using
the attaching map j × [−1, 1] : Σg,1 × [−1, 1] → J × [−1, 1] ⊂ ∂W . The resulting
4-manifold W ′ is bounded by M ′ and has a spin structure which restricts to σ′ on
the boundary. Thus, we have
sgn(W ′) = sgn(W ) + sgn(X)− correcting term.
Since C is a homology cylinder, the kernel of c∗ : H1 (∂(Σg,1 × [−1, 1]))→ H1(C) is
the same as that of the map H1 (∂(Σg,1 × [−1, 1]))→ H1(Σg,1× [−1, 1]) induced by
the inclusion. Then, it follows from its description by Wall [96] that the correcting
term must be zero. Thus, reducing mod 16, we get
RN ′(σ
′) = RN (σ) +RC
(
c∗,−1j∗(σ)
)
and the conclusion follows.
Since the map β is a monoid homomorphism, its restriction to Ig,1 vanishes on
Γ2Ig,1. By using the characterization of the Y2-equivalence in terms of commutators
in the Torelli group (Theorem 5.7), we deduce from Proposition 6.13 that β is
invariant under Y2-surgery. Thus, we get a homomorphism β : ICg,1/Y2 → B≤3.
In the sequel, we denote H(2) := H ⊗ Z2. The third derivative d
3c of a cu-
bic function c : Spin(Σg,1) → Z2 is multilinear and (being in characteristic 2)
it is also alternate: so, d3c lives in Hom(Λ3H1(Σg,1;Z2),Z2) or, equivalently, in
Λ3H1(Σg,1;Z2) ≃ Λ
3H(2). According to formula (6.3) and to Proposition 3.7, the
composition d3 ◦β coincides with the mod 2 reduction of the first Johnson homo-
morphism. Thus, we have a group homomorphism
(τ1, β) : ICg,1/Y2 −→ Λ
3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3
with values in the pull-back of abelian groups
Λ3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3 :=
{
(t, c) ∈ Λ3H ×B≤3 : t mod 2 = d
3c
}
.
To find an inverse to the map (τ1, β), we need to define a third abelian group
and, for this, it is convenient to introduce the following terminology [69]. An abelian
group with special element is an abelian group G with a distinguished element s of
order at most 2 (the special element). For every abelian group with special element
(G, s), we consider the abelian group A1(G, s) freely generated by G-colored Y
graphs and subject to the “multilinearity” and “slide” relations:
g1 + g
′
1
g2 g3
=
g1
g2 g3
+
g′1
g2 g3
g2
g1 g1
=
g2
g1 s
Multilinearity Slide
This defines a functor A1 from the category of abelian groups with special elements
to the category of abelian groups. To every compact oriented (smooth) 3-manifold
M , we can associate the abelian group with special element
(H1(F(M)), s)
where F(M) is the total space of the bundle of oriented frames on M , and where
s is the image of the generator of H1(GL+(3;R)) ≃ Z2. We consider the following
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square in the category of abelian groups with special elements:
(H1(F(M)), s)
e //
p∗

(
B≤1(Spin(M)), 1
)
d1

(H1(M), 0)
mod 2
// (H1(M ;Z2), 0).
(6.7)
Here B≤1(Spin(M)) denotes the space of affine functions Spin(M)→ Z2 (i.e. poly-
nomial functions of degree ≤ 1), and we take as special element the constant func-
tion 1 : σ 7→ 1. The map d1 sends an affine function to its linear part, which
lives in Hom(H1(M ;Z2),Z2) ≃ H1(M ;Z2). The map p∗ in the above diagram
is induced by the bundle projection p : F(M) → M , while the map e sends all
x ∈ H1(F(M)) to the evaluation at x. (Here, we are regarding Spin(M) as the
set of those y ∈ H1(F(M);Z2) satisfying 〈y, s〉 6= 0.) It turns out that (6.7) is a
pull-back diagram [69] so, to define an element of H1 (F(M)), it is enough to specify
its images by p∗ and e. Those constructions apply in particular to the 3-manifold
M := Σg,1 × [−1, 1] and we denote
P :=
(
H1(F(Σg,1×[−1, 1])), s
)
.
By applying the functor A1 to the commutative square (6.7), we get a map
A1(P ) −→ A1(H, 0)×A1(H(2),0) A1
(
B≤1, 1
)
.
But, A1(H, 0) is canonically isomorphic to Λ
3H by the map
h1
h2 h3
7−→ h1 ∧ h2 ∧ h3
which we have already met in Example 4.1. (Note that A1(H, 0) ⊗ Q = A1(HQ)
with the notation of §4.1.) Besides, the group A1
(
B≤1, 1
)
is canonically isomorphic
to the space of cubic functions B≤3 by the map
a1
a2 a3
7−→ a1 · a2 · a3.
Thus, we have obtained for free a map
̥ : A1(P ) −→ Λ
3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3.
Theorem 6.14 (See [35, 69]). Surgery along graph claspers of degree 1 defines a
map ψ1 : A1(P )→ ICg,1/Y2, and we have the following commutative triangle:
A1(P )
ψ1
≃
//
̥
≃
''❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
ICg,1/Y2
(τ1,β)≃

Λ3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3
This is similar to Johnson’s computation of the abelianization of the Torelli group.
Theorem 6.15 (Johnson [49]). For g ≥ 3, the map
(τ1, β) : Ig,1/Γ2Ig,1 −→ Λ
3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3
is an isomorphism.
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We deduce that, for g ≥ 3, the mapping cylinder construction induces an isomor-
phism Gr1 c : Ig,1/Γ2Ig,1 → ICg,1/Y2. This solves Problem 6.2 in degree 1.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 6.14. The map ψ1 is defined in a way similar to the
surgery map ψ of Theorem 6.5. Thus, the map ψ1 sends every P -colored Y graph
D =
p2
p1 p3
to the 3-manifold obtained from Σg,1 × [−1, 1] by surgery along a certain Y1-tree
C(D). To define it, first consider the oriented surface S consisting of one disk,
three annuli and three bands connecting the latter to the former. Use the induced
orientation on ∂S to orient the cores of the annuli, and to give to the three annuli
a cyclic ordering 1 < 2 < 3 < 1. Then, embed S into the interior of Σg,1 × [−1, 1]
in such a way that the framed oriented knot corresponding to the i-th annuli of S
lifts to an oriented curve in F (Σg,1×[−1, 1]) that represents pi + s. We obtain in
this way a graph clasper C(D).
As in Theorem 6.5, it can be proved by using claspers that ψ1 is well-defined
and surjective. Next, it is not difficult to compute how τ1 and β change under
Y1-surgery. For instance, such variation formulas can be derived from Proposition
3.13 (with k = 1) and from Proposition 6.13, respectively. (See also [69].) Such
formulas show that (τ1, β) ◦ ψ1 = ̥. Finally, it can be shown by working with
a basis of H that the map ̥ is bijective. It follows that ψ1 and (τ1, β), too, are
isomorphisms.
We now deal with the closed case. Let C ∈ ICg and let us consider the closure
C of C. The inclusion c± : Σg → C ⊂ C induces an surjective affine map c
∗ :
Spin(C)→ Spin(Σg). Thus, each σ ∈ Spin(Σg) has two extensions σ1 and σ2 to C,
and we may have R
C
(σ1) 6= RC(σ2). Nevertheless, this can not occur if (Σg, σ) is
the boundary of a spin 3-manifold, because one can then find a compact oriented
smooth 4-manifold with boundary C to which both σ1 and σ2 extend. It follows
that, for any section s of the surjective affine map c∗ : Spin(C) → Spin(Σg), the
cubic function 18 · RC ◦ s : Spin(Σg)→ Z2 is independent of s on the subset
Spin∂(Σg) := {σ ∈ Spin(Σg) : (Σg, σ) is the boundary of a spin 3-manifold} .
As in the bordered case, spin structures on Σg can be identified with quadratic
forms:
Spin(Σg)
≃
−→ Q, σ 7−→ qσ. (6.8)
The quadratic forms that correspond to bounding spin structures can be recognized
thanks to the Arf invariant, defined by
Arf(q) :=
g∑
i=1
q (αi) · q (βi) ∈ Z2
for all q ∈ Q. (More precisely, a spin structure σ on Σg belongs to Spin∂(Σg) if and
only if Arf(qσ) = 0 [52].) Furthermore, any two f, f
′ ∈ B≤3 coincide on Spin∂(Σg)
if and only if f − f ′ is a multiple of Arf ∈ B≤2 [46]. (Here, we still denote by B≤d
the space of polynomial functions Spin(Σg) → Z2 of degree at most d, so that the
Arf invariant can be regarded as an element of B≤2.)
Definition 6.16. The Birman–Craggs homomorphism is the map
β : ICg −→ B≤3/Arf ·B≤1
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sending any C ∈ ICg to the class of the cubic function
1
8 ·RC ◦s, where s is a section
of the surjective affine map c∗ : Spin(C)→ Spin(Σg).
Assume that Σg is decomposed into a closed disk and a copy of Σg,1 as in §2.4.
Then, for all M ∈ ICg,1, the closure of ıM can be obtained from the closure of M
by 0-framed surgery along a null-homologous knot. This allows us to bring their
Rochlin functions into relation and to see that the following square is commutative:
ICg,1
Ù

β
// B≤3

ICg
β
// B≤3/Arf ·B≤1
We deduce that, in the closed case, too, β is a monoid map and it is invariant under
Y2-surgery.
For every f ∈ B≤1, the third derivative of Arf ·f is ω ∧ d
1f ∈ Λ3H(2). It follows
from formula (6.3) and Proposition 3.10 that τ1 mod 2 coincides with d
3 ◦β. Thus,
we obtain a group homomorphism
(τ1, β) : ICg/Y2 −→
Λ3H
ω ∧H
× Λ3H(2)
ω∧H(2)
B≤3
Arf ·B≤1
.
As in the bordered case, we consider the abelian group with special element
P :=
(
H1(F(Σg×[−1, 1])), s
)
and, by applying the functor A1 to the commutative square (6.7), we get a map
̥ : A1(P ) −→ Λ
3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3.
Let I1 be the subgroup of A1(P ) consisting of elements of the form
g∑
i=1 z
α+i β
+
i
where z is an arbitrary element of P and, for all h ∈ H , h+ is the unique element
of P which, in the pull-back diagram (6.7), is sent to h by p∗ and to the evaluation
of quadratic forms at h by e. We setÙA1(P ) := A1(P )/I1.
Observe that the subgroup ̥(I1) consists of elements of the form (ω ∧ h,Arf ·f)
where h ∈ H and f ∈ B≤1 are such that d
1f = h mod 2. As in the bordered case,
the following can then be proved.
Theorem 6.17 (See [35, 69]). Surgery along graph claspers of degree 1 defines a
map ψ1 : ÙA1(P )→ ICg/Y2, and we have the following commutative square:
ÙA1(P ) ψ1≃ //
̥ ≃

ICg/Y2
(τ1,β)≃

Λ3H ×Λ3H(2)
B≤3
(ω∧H)×ω∧H(2) (Arf ·B≤1) ≃
// Λ
3H
ω∧H × Λ3H(2)
ω∧H(2)
B≤3
Arf ·B≤1
This is similar to Johnson’s computation of the abelianization of the Torelli group.
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Theorem 6.18 (Johnson [49]). For g ≥ 3, the map
(τ1, β) :
Ig
Γ2Ig
−→
Λ3H
ω ∧H
× Λ3H(2)
ω∧H(2)
B≤3
Arf ·B≤1
is an isomorphism.
We deduce that, for g ≥ 3, the mapping cylinder construction induces an isomor-
phism Gr1 c : Ig/Γ2Ig → ICg/Y2. Thus, Problem 6.2 in degree 1 is also solved in
the closed case.
7 The homology cobordism group
If homology cobordisms of Σg,b are considered up to the relation of homology cobor-
dism, then the monoid C(Σg,b) turns into a group. In this final section, we outline
how the previous techniques apply to the study of this group, and we mention a
few recent results about it.
7.1 Definition of the homology cobordism group
Two homology cobordisms M and N of Σg,b are said to be homology cobordant if
the closed oriented 3-manifold M ∪m◦n−1 (−N) bounds a compact oriented smooth
4-manifold W , in such a way that the inclusions M ⊂ W and N ⊂ W induce
isomorphisms in homology. In this situation, we denote M ∼H N . This defines an
equivalence relation among homology cobordisms, which is compatible with their
composition. The quotient monoid is denoted by
H(Σg,b) := C(Σg,b)/ ∼H .
This monoid is actually a group. Indeed, let ι be the involution of ∂(Σg,b × [−1, 1])
defined by ι(x, t) = (x,−t). For any M ∈ C(Σg,b), denote by −M ∈ C(Σg,b) the
3-manifoldM with opposite orientation and with boundary parameterized by m◦ ι.
Then, M ◦ (−M) is homology cobordant to Σg,b × [−1, 1] via M × [−1, 1].
Definition 7.1. The homology cobordism group of homology cobordisms isH(Σg,b).
The following subgroup of H(Σg,b) is of special interest:
IH(Σg,b) := IC(Σg,b)/ ∼H .
That group should not be confused with the “group of homology cylinders” intro-
duced in §5.2. The latter is defined as a completion and is conjectured to contain
the monoid IC(Σg,b), while the former is a quotient of the monoid IC(Σg,b).
The homology cobordism group has been introduced by Garoufalidis and Levine
as an “enlargement” of the mapping class group [25, 60].
Proposition 7.2 (Garoufalidis–Levine [60, 25]). The group M(Σg,b) embeds into
H(Σg,b) by the composition M(Σg,b)
c // C(Σg,b) // // H(Σg,b).
Sketch of the proof. Let f ∈ M(Σg,b) and assume that there exists a homology
cobordism W between c(f) and Σg,b × [−1, 1]. Let Σ
+
g,b and Σ
−
g,b be the two copies
of Σg,b in W along which c(f) and Σg,b × [−1, 1] are glued. By assumption, the
inclusion Σ±g,b ⊂ W induces an isomorphism in homology and so, by Stallings’
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theorem [90], it induces an isomorphism at the level of the k-th nilpotent quotient of
the fundamental group for any k ≥ 1. We deduce that f∗ : π1(Σg,b, ⋆)→ π1(Σg,b, ⋆)
is the identity modulo Γk+1π1(Σg,b, ⋆) for all k ≥ 1. Here, the base point ⋆ is
chosen on ∂Σg,b if b > 0 or on a small disk D fixed by f if b = 0. Since the group
π := π1(Σg,b, ⋆) is residually nilpotent, we deduce that f∗ : π → π is the identity.
If b = 0 or b = 1, we conclude that f is isotopic to the identity since the
Dehn–Nielsen representation is injective (§3.1). If b > 1, we number the boundary
components of Σg,b from 1 to b, and we assume that ⋆ belongs to the k-th component
∂kΣg,b. The fact that f∗ : π → π is the identity implies that f is a product of Dehn
twists along curves parallel to ∂iΣg,b with i 6= k. The conclusion follows by making
k range from 1 to b: we refer to [15] for details.
The following example illustrates the richness of the group H(Σg,b), which goes
far beyond that of the mapping class group M(Σg,b).
Example 7.3 (Genus 0). For b > 1, recall from Example 2.2 that the monoid
C(Σ0,b) can be identified with the monoid of framed (b − 1)-strand string-links
in homology 3-balls. The relation ∼H then corresponds to a cobordism relation
which generalizes the concordance relation for string-links in D2× [−1, 1] studied by
Habegger and Lin [32, 31]: see [60, §3]. For b = 0 and b = 1, recall from Example 2.2
that the monoid C(Σ0,b) can be identified with the monoid of homology 3-spheres.
Thus, gauge-theoretic results of Furuta [20] and Fintushel–Stern [19] tell us that
the group H(Σ0,1) ≃ H(Σ0,0) has infinite rank.
7.2 Representations of the homology cobordism group
As before, we are specially interested in the group H(Σg,b) for b = 0 and b = 1,
in which case it is denoted by Hg and Hg,1 respectively. Let us see how much the
results from the previous sections apply to the study of those groups. We start by
indicating which invariants of homology cobordisms respect the relation ∼H .
As in the proof of Proposition 7.2, one can check that, for any k ≥ 1, the k-
th nilpotent reduction of the Dehn–Nielsen representation (§3.1) factorizes by the
relation ∼H . Thus, we obtain group homomorphisms
Hg,1
ρk
−→ Aut(π/Γk+1π) and Hg
ρk
−→ Out(Ûπ/Γk+1Ûπ).
So, the Johnson filtration (§3.1) can be defined on the groups Hg,1 and Hg:
Hg,1 = Hg,1[0] ⊃ Hg,1[1] ⊃ Hg,1[2] ⊃ · · · and Hg = Hg[0] ⊃ Hg[1] ⊃ Hg[2] ⊃ · · ·
Note that IHg,1 = Hg,1[1] and IHg = Hg[1]. The Johnson homomorphisms (§3.2)
can be defined on the subgroups of that filtration, and similarly for the Morita
homomorphisms (§3.3) in the bordered case.
Furthermore, the infinitesimal Dehn–Nielsen representation (§3.4) is defined on
the homology cobordism group, for any symplectic expansion θ:
Hg,1
̺θ
−→ Aut(LQ) and Hg
̺θ
−→ Out(ÛLQ).
It follows from Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.10 that the tree-reduction of the LMO
homomorphism factorizes to the homology cobordism group of homology cylinders.
Corollary 7.4. The LMO homomorphism induces group homomorphisms
Zt : IHg,1 −→ GLike
(
At(HQ)
)
and Zt : IHg −→ GLike
ÄÙAt(HQ)ä .
However, the full LMO homomorphism is not invariant under the relation ∼H .
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Finally, by the 4-dimensional definition of the Rochlin invariant, the Birman–
Craggs homomorphism (§6.3) also gives group homomorphisms
IHg,1
β
−→ B≤3 and IHg
β
−→ B≤3/Arf ·B≤1.
7.3 The Y -filtration on the homology cobordism group
For all g, b ≥ 0, the Y -filtration on the monoid IC(Σg,b) induces a filtration on the
group IH(Σg,b) in the following way. For all k ≥ 1, we define YkIH(Σg,b) to be
the subgroup of IH(Σg,b) consisting of homology cobordism classes of homology
cylinders which are Yk-equivalent to Σg,b × [−1, 1]. Thus, we get a decreasing
sequence of subgroups
IH(Σg,b) = Y1IH(Σg,b) ⊃ Y2IH(Σg,b) ⊃ Y3IH(Σg,b) ⊃ · · ·
Two homology cobordism classes {M}, {N} ∈ IH(Σg,b) are said to be Yk-equivalent
if M,N ∈ IC(Σg,b) are related by a finite sequence of homology cobordisms and
Yk-surgeries. Thus, we have an inclusion
YkIH(Σg,b) ⊂
{
{M} ∈ IH(Σg,b) : {M} is Yk-equivalent to {Σg,b × [−1, 1]}
}
.
The Yk-equivalence on IH(Σg,b) is an equivalence relation, and the quotient set
IH(Σg,b)/Yk can be regarded either as a quotient of the group IH(Σg,b), or as
a quotient of the group IC(Σg,b)/Yk. Thus, the projection IC(Σg,b) → IH(Σg,b)
induces a surjective Lie ring homomorphism
GrY IC(Σg,b) // // Gr
Y IH(Σg,b) (7.1)
where GrY IC(Σg,b) is the graded Lie ring studied in Section 6 and where
GrY IH(Σg,b) :=
⊕
k≥1
YkIH(Σg,b)
Yk+1
.
We now specialize to the cases b = 0, 1 and we first deal with the degree 1 case.
Proposition 7.5. For all g ≥ 0, we have the following isomorphisms:
IHg,1
Y2
(τ1,β)
−→
≃
Λ3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3 and
IHg
Y2
(τ1,β)
−→
≃
Λ3H
ω ∧H
× Λ3H(2)
ω∧H(2)
B≤3
Arf ·B≤1
.
Proof. We saw in §7.2 that τ1 and β factorize by the relation of homology cobordism.
Thus, we have the following commutative triangles:
ICg,1/Y2 // //
≃
(τ1,β) ''P
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
IHg,1/Y2
(τ1,β)

Λ3H ×Λ3H(2) B≤3
and ICg/Y2 // //
≃
(τ1,β)
''❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
IHg/Y2
(τ1,β)

Λ3H
ω∧H × Λ3H(2)
ω∧H(2)
B≤3
Arf ·B≤1
The horizontal arrows correspond to the map (7.1) in degree 1, and the diagonal
arrows are isomorphisms by Theorem 6.14 and Theorem 6.17.
In higher degree, we need the following important fact.
Lemma 7.6 (Levine [60]). Let M be a cobordism of Σg,b and let C be a graph
clasper in M . If C is not a tree clasper, then MC is homology cobordant to M .
We determine the graded Lie algebra GrY IH(Σg,b)⊗Q for b = 0, 1 as follows.
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Theorem 7.7 (Levine [60]). For any g ≥ 0, the family of all the Johnson homo-
morphisms τ := ⊕k≥1τk induces the following isomorphisms:
GrY IHg,1 ⊗Q
η−1τ
−→
≃
At,c(HQ) and Gr
Y IHg ⊗Q
η−1τ
−→
≃
ÙAt,c(HQ)
Proof. According to (5.2), the map τ is well-defined on GrY IHg,1 and Gr
Y IHg. It
follows from Lemma 7.6 that the surgery maps defined in §6.2 factorize to surjective
maps ψ : At,c(HQ) → Gr
Y IHg,1 ⊗ Q and ψ : ÙAt,c(HQ) → GrY IHg ⊗ Q. An
explicit computation of the variation of τk under Yk-surgery shows that the following
triangles are commutative:
At,ck (HQ)
ηk
≃
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
ψk // // YkIHg,1
Yk+1
⊗Q
τk

Dk+2(HQ)
and ÙAt,ck (HQ)
ηk
≃
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
ψk // // YkIHg
Yk+1
⊗Q
τk
ÛDk+2(HQ)
(Alternatively, we can deduce this from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 6.7.)
Remark 7.8. The structure of the abelian group GrY IHg,1 does not seem to be
known in degree > 1. The surgery map ψk : A
t,c
k (H) → YkIHg,1/Yk+1 exists with
integral coefficients and is surjective, for any k ≥ 2. (See Remark 6.6.) However,
the question of its injectivity seems to be open. See [61, 62] in this connection.
The above results show that the Y -filtration is not very well suited to the study
of the group H(Σg,b), since the associated graded Lie algebra is (for b = 0, 1 and for
rational coefficients) completely determined by the Johnson homomorphisms. This
inadequacy is particularly apparent in genus 0.
Example 7.9 (Genus 0). Recall from Example 7.3 that IH0,1 ≃ IH0,0 is the
homology cobordism group of homology 3-spheres. We deduce from Theorem 6.14
that a homology 3-sphereM is Y2-equivalent to S
3 if and only if its Rochlin invariant
is trivial. Assume this for M . Then, it can be proved that, for all k ≥ 2, M is
obtained from S3 by surgery along a disjoint union of graph claspers which are not
trees or which have degree k. We deduce from Lemma 7.6 that, for all k ≥ 2, there is
a homology 3-sphereMk which is simultaneously Yk-equivalent to S
3 and homology
cobordant toM . This shows that the Y -filtration on the homology cobordism group
of homology 3-spheres stabilizes starting from the degree 2. (This phenomenon is
similar to the fact that the Arf invariant of knots is the only Vassiliev invariant
which is preserved by concordance [83].)
7.4 Other aspects of the homology cobordism group
The group H(Σg,b) has been the subject of recent works in other directions. The
reader is referred to Sakasai’s chapter for other aspects of the homology cobordism
group. To conclude, we simply mention a few developments which tend to show
that H(Σg,b) has quite different properties from M(Σg,b):
• By using his “trace maps” [75], Morita shows that the abelianization of the
group IHg,1 has infinite rank [80]. In particular, the group IHg,1 is not
finitely generated, which contrasts with the fact that Ig,1 is finitely generated
for g ≥ 3 [43].
• By using Heegaard–Floer homology, Goda and Sakasai show that the sub-
monoid of Cg,1 consisting of irreducible homology cobordisms is not finitely
generated [26]. This contrasts with the well-known fact that Mg,1 is finitely
generated.
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• By using Reidemeister torsion, Cha, Friedl and Kim prove that the abelianiza-
tion of H(Σg,b) contains a direct summand isomorphic to (Z2)
∞ if 2g+ b > 1
and a direct summand isomorphic to Z∞ ⊕ (Z2)
∞ if b > 1 [15]. Thus, in con-
trast with M(Σg,b), the group H(Σg,b) is not finitely generated (and neither
is it perfect).
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